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ABSTRACT

This research provides an evaluation of the literature on prostitution produced by radical, socialist and liberal feminists. It will, first, delineate the ways in which prostitution is problematic for feminism; and second, assess the contribution of each perspective to an understanding of prostitution in Canada today.

This entails a discussion of the theoretical tradition of each perspective. Moreover, it includes an assessment of the practice of feminist organizations respecting their proposals for amendments to the Criminal Code of Canada on prostitution related offences, developed from the theoretical literature. The research necessarily involves a conjunctural analysis of Canadian society, as well as a focus on the state as the means through which prostitution legislation is constructed.
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Chapter One: Introduction

The prostitution of women is an issue which affects us all, as it embodies the most destructive of arrangements and practices between women and men. Through an examination of prostitution, we find reflected the economic relations, sexual practices, and political-legal affairs which comprise the ideological and material fabric of our social existence. We therefore cannot dismiss prostitution as a product of biological or mental aberration; it is an intensely political activity.

There is no single sociological theory of prostitution, just as there is not a single approach to the study of society. This research must therefore begin from the understanding that prostitution as an expression of gender inequality can be understood and addressed in many different ways. We interpret gender inequality according to our existing ideological position - "where we are now" which may be informed, for example, by liberal, conservative and socialist values and beliefs. Gender inequality as a social fact is known only in terms of a conceptual framework which acts like a filter, in that it emphasizes some features of our experience while ignoring other aspects or even rendering them invisible.

Therefore, "a way of seeing is a way of not seeing".

Feminists have taken up the challenge of making prostitution more intelligible from divergent conceptual frameworks, which serve to pre-determine the outcome of their research. This work will examine the liberal, radical and socialist feminist perspectives on prostitution. This is important if we are to attempt to construct an integrated
picture of prostitution, which entails a critical selection of the most salient features of the feminist analyses.

Prostitution is an important area for research in a very immediate sense. As the crisis of unemployment in Canada deepens, more women are being forced to turn to prostitution as a means of support for themselves and their children. Moreover, prostitution is perceived as a growing problem in Canadian cities, in particular, some organizations say, because legislation regulating the activity has become more difficult to interpret and enforce. From the introduction of the first Criminal Code of Canada in 1892 until 1972, prostitution was legally dealt with as a form of vagrancy. Section 175.1(c) of the Code specified that every woman who "being a common prostitute or nightwalker is found in a public place and does not, when required, give a good account of herself" would be charged with vagrancy. The statute was finally repealed as a result of pressure from feminist organizations and the Royal Commission on the Status of Women, who charged that the statute discriminated against women, and was replaced by Section 195.1 - soliciting for the purpose of prostitution, and Section 193 - keeping a common bawdy house. Therefore, prostitution itself is not illegal in Canada; visible prostitution related activities constitute the offence. In 1978 the Supreme Court of Canada decided in Regina v. Hutt that solicitation must be "pressing and persistent" to be considered a criminal activity, and further must occur in a public place. A single proposition was no longer sufficient grounds for arrest, and an automobile could no longer be considered a public place. The powers of
police were therefore considerably curtailed because it put an end to the common police practice of entrapping prostitutes in unmarked cars. Residential associations and police vocalized their dissatisfaction with the ruling, asserting that it resulted in a growth of street solicitation in their neighbourhoods. As a response to this pressure, municipal governments began to introduce city bylaws which prohibited street solicitation, like the Vancouver 'Street Offences' bylaw of 1982. However, these bylaws conflicted with the divisions of legislative power established by the British North America Act, 1867 (and now the Constitution Act, 1982), which granted the federal government sole authority respecting the administration of criminal law. The bylaws were therefore ruled unconstitutional in the Westendorp case, in December, 1982.

Police and citizens' groups responded to this decision by lobbying the federal government to review the Criminal Code so as to reverse the effects of the Hutt decision. The government responded in 1982 by establishing hearings before the House of Commons Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs to investigate the problem of street solicitation, and in 1983 with the creation of the Fraser Committee on Pornography and Prostitution, which is to deliver its findings by December, 1984.

Many feminists are concerned that the outcome of the committee findings will be an increase in the regulation of prostitution, thereby further constraining women in an already disadvantaged condition in the declining labour market. As a result, feminist organizations are
preparing research papers for the Fraser Committee and representing prostitutes' rights at public hearings in an effort to have street prostitution decriminalized through the repeal of section 195.1 of the Criminal Code, and the right of prostitutes to work in their own places of business without harassment through the repeal of section 193 of the Criminal Code.7

This research will attempt to delineate the ways in which prostitution is problematic for feminism. The feminist organizations which are active in this cause are predominantly comprised of liberal feminists, who carry with them a particular set of assumptions and beliefs. We will contrast their approach with the theoretical perspectives of radical and socialist feminists, who analyze prostitution in distinct ways. This research will necessarily involve a focus on the state as the locus of power over the affairs of Canadian society, and the means through which legislation regulating prostitution is constructed. Findings respecting the above will be the subject of Chapter Four. We turn, first, however, to an examination of the theoretical traditions of liberal, radical, and socialist feminists in general. The feminist perspectives on prostitution in particular will be dealt with in Chapter Three.
Endnotes to Chapter One

1. Prostitution herein refers to female prostitution, unless otherwise specified.


7. This proposal pertains to the operation of small independent businesses by prostitutes themselves to, for example, allow prostitutes to work in their own homes or in small groups. To prevent the proliferation of 'houses' operated by third parties, and thus the profiteering off prostitution by others, feminists propose the strengthening of legislation against pimping through amendments to Section 195.2 of the Criminal Code. This will be discussed at greater length in Chapter Four.
Chapter Two: The Feminist Theoretical Traditions

Liberal Feminism

Liberal feminists assume that women can and will gain equality through the existing political structure. For liberal feminists, 'liberation' constitutes political, legal, and economic parity with men. Persuasive action, primarily through public education and female participation in the political process and the paid labour force, is considered to be the key to social, political, and economic reform, and thus the key to emancipation. For conventional liberal feminists, the position may be one of a simple legal rights argument, beyond the achievement of which it is a matter of individual initiative in setting realizable goals in the free marketplace.

Zillah Eisenstein defines the liberal feminist position as being that body of contemporary theory which shares the belief in the supremacy of the individual and the correlate concerns with individual freedom and choice.

The liberal tradition is not critical of social inequalities based on wealth, position and power, where they may be justified as achieved statuses. Such are the benefits of a meritocracy. Rather, they find fault with the unequal distribution of wealth, position and power where it has not been earned through individual initiative. Family inheritance, race and sex privilege are major sources of inequities gained through ascribed status. It follows, then, that liberal feminism
does not question the premise of hierarchical positions and rewards in society; what it questions is the distribution of these rewards on the basis of gender. Thus the question of social reform rather than major social, political and economic upheaval through revolutionary measures is considered the major issue to be confronted by the women's movement. Beyond persuasive political activity, liberal feminists recognize the imperative to transform cultural attitudes about women. These attitudes, perpetuated through the socialization of children and sex-role stereotyping within the media, define women as biologically and socially inferior to men, and as the caretakers of male sexual and domestic concerns. Thus women's confinement to the domestic sphere inhibits the realization of women's full social value through active participation in the public domain. Woman's 'duties' presuppose her exclusion from socially valued occupations, and her entrance into the labour market is confined to residual, economically indigent jobs. Women, moreover, comprise a disposable source of cheap labour which can be drawn into or removed from the labour market according to the vagaries of the economy and the supply of male workers.

Liberal feminists, then, share with radical feminists of the contemporary spectrum the assumption that ideological representations of femininity must be challenged. Saunders asserts that

The explanatory thrust of feminist arguments focuses on ideological factors in the culture of a society, factors which serve to justify the exclusion and subordination of women.
Thus the ideology of patriarchy is central to feminist theory. Patriarchy, for both liberal and radical feminists, is male domination of women, which is maintained and perpetuated through the sex-based hierarchical order of a society. This order is embedded in social relations both within and external to the family, and is considered to be both universal and transhistorical in nature. While the assumption is that patriarchy is biologically based in origin, stemming from the male advantage of strength and the female 'disadvantage' of childbearing, patriarchy has managed to outlast its original functions through cultural historical transmission in ideology. From this belief it would be reasonable to conclude that patriarchy can be eliminated through such reformist measures as

1. Educational 'awareness' programs to inform the public of the existence of the sex bias in our culture and the damage it inflicts upon social relations between women and men. The individual's capacity to 'reason' could then provide impetus for change.

2. Affecting the socialization process of children, primarily through restructuring gender relations within the family.

3. Eliminating sex-role stereotyping within the media and the educational system.

4. Eliminating impediments to women in the occupational and political spheres through alterations to the justice system and through policy creation.

5. Assuring formal legal equality and legal rights for women in family, criminal and constitutional law.
Socialist feminists are critical of the liberal and radical feminist definition of patriarchy, a definition which presupposes an overly simplistic set of solutions to the problem. Socialist feminists dispute the assertion that patriarchy has existed throughout history, and that it is a characteristic feature of all societies. More importantly, however, liberal feminism lacks a theory of the development of patriarchy as a process of male supremacy embedded in the structural relations of a society. It fails to recognize patriarchy as more than an ideological force, but as a material force working in conjunction with the historically situated productive mode of a society.

Moreover, the socialist feminist perspective questions the basic tenets of liberalism, which are regarded as implicitly patriarchal. 
Eisenstein asserts that "liberal 'rights' are structured via the inequalities of man and woman." In effect, the distinction between the private and public spheres is at the same time a division between female and male, and the benefits of liberal society are structurally allocated to the public world of men. As a result of this unequal base, liberalism and feminism are actually incompatible positions. Rousseau, for example, stated forthrightly in *Emile* that the freedom of men in the public realm is predicated on the denial of freedom for women in the private. That is to say, in order for men to carry out the business of the polity and the economy they must be freed from the necessity of domestic concerns. It follows from this that women

ought to learn betimes to submit even to injustice, and to bear oppression from her husband without complaint.
Woman is made "specifically to please man"; this is "the law of nature". As he states, "she need not be liberal" for the functioning of a democratic society. The misogynist roots of the liberal tradition are here readily apparent. As we shall see, while later liberal thinkers challenged the assumption of women's natural inferiority, they failed to adequately address the specifically male ontology of liberalism. A male ontology is evident in the works of all of the major theorists, particularly the works of Aristotle, Rousseau, Locke, Hobbes, and Hegel.

The theories assume the existence of the family, but the domain and application of the theory is outside the family, and hence does not consider it explicitly. Thus distinctively political institutions exclude the family, and distinctively social - as contrasted with personal-relations are assumed to be those outside the family and to be relations which hold, in theory at least, between males. Therefore, different sets of rules apply to the private realm - the place of women, and the public realm - the domain of men. Early advocates of women's rights in the liberal tradition, most importantly Mary Wollstonecroft and John Stuart Mill, made little effort to challenge woman's role within the family. Rather, they assumed that women could attain self-fulfillment as the equals of men within their traditional roles of wife, mother, and domestic. Hence their efforts to attain education and suffrage rights resulted in a lack of real change being affected in the quality of women's lives.

When Mary Wollstonecroft produced her ground-breaking work, A
Vindication of the Rights of Women, in 1792, it was received with the
contempt of her male peers. Wollstonecroft's work was not remarkable in
that the basic liberal tenets she propounded differed little from her
contemporaries; its challenge was that she applied these tenets to
women. Wollstonecroft argued that women are engendered with the same
capacity to reason as men, but required access to formal education in
order to develop her intellectual abilities; access which women were
being denied. This stress on equality of opportunity, supported by
the argument of existing or potential equal ability, particularly in its
legal rights manifestations, is of course the same argument being used
by contemporary liberal feminists; in the United States to seek passage
of the Equal Rights Amendment, and more successfully, in Canada to have
Section Twenty-Eight of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms specify its
applicability to all 'persons'.

John Stuart Mill's later work The Subjection of Women, published
in 1869, received a somewhat more favourable response than had
Wollstonecroft's, given that the suffrage movement in England and the
United States was already well under way. Stated Mill

All men, except the most brutish, desire to have,
in the woman most readily connected with them, not a
forced slave but a willing one, not a slave merely,
but a favorite. They have therefore put everything in
practice to enslave their minds. The masters of all
slaves rely, for maintaining obedience, on fear;
either of themselves, or religious fears. The
masters of women wanted more than simple obedience,
and they turned the whole force of education to effect
their purpose.

Despite this assertion, Mill, as did Wollstonecroft, failed to
comprehend how thoroughly patriarchy is embedded within the family both ideologically and materially. Pleas for 'reason' could not hold up against arguments of women's 'natural' role and function as mothers and domestics, arguments which despite their 'individualist' perception of human rights Wollstonecroft and Mill in fact supported.

Modern liberal feminists are somewhat more critical of the liberal tradition of neglecting the private sphere in the application of its principles, as well as the arguments supporting women's natural role within the family. The modern liberal feminist maintains that women's life activity must lie in civil and political affairs. This tradition began with the 1963 publication of Betty Friedan's book The Feminine Mystique. Friedan articulated "the problem with no name" for the middle-class American woman.

The problem lay buried unspoken, for many years in the minds of American women. It was a strange stirring, a sense of dissatisfaction, a yearning, that women suffered in the middle of the twentieth century in the United States. Each suburban wife struggled with it alone. As she made the bed, shopped for groceries, matched slipcover material, ate peanut butter sandwiches with her children, chauffeured Cub Scouts and Brownies, lay beside her husband at night - she was afraid to ask even of herself the silent question - "Is this all?"

Friedan's interest was sparked because

There was a strange discrepancy between the reality of our lives as women and the image to which we were trying to conform, the image that it came to call the feminine mystique.

Friedan's white heterosexual middle-class bias is evident in her
arguments, a bias which is in fact evident in much of liberal thought. She did succeed very well, however, in explicating the ways domestic life was unsatisfactory for women, particularly those afforded the liberal gains of an adequate education. While she rejected the 'housewife' role, she remained within the liberal tradition of asserting the viability of the nuclear family as essential to the social order. Further, while the distinction between private and public spheres was maintained, women's ability to move freely between the two spheres was advocated. Contemporary liberal feminists assert that a woman should not have to choose between marriage and children and having a career if she planned her children and made adequate childcare arrangements. The state must therefore play a role through the provision of childcare facilities, in order to ensure women's freedom as individuals. Here we find a contradiction in liberal feminist theory which appears to go unquestioned: In order to support individual 'rights' and 'freedoms' childcare must become a collective civil affair rather than the responsibility of the individual as progenitor. This suggests that modern liberal feminism has moved beyond the liberal theoretical tradition. Indeed

liberal feminists identify themselves as feminists with little or no consciousness about the particular liberal theory they adopt. Eisenstein suggests that this is because liberal feminists merely assume the political tradition of their countries, which are in the western world mainly liberal capitalist traditions, without realizing how firmly inequality is embedded within capitalism and the extent to which
patriarchy serves to maintain it. The discussion of the socialist feminist theoretical tradition will suggest this to be a critical error of the liberal feminist position, since they here argue that the material conditions of the social structure are in fact antithetical to the ideology of individual freedom and equality.
Radical Feminism

The radical feminist presupposition is essentially that an unequal sexual division of labour preceded divisions of labour based on class and race; patriarchal oppression is therefore history's longest and most fundamental injustice. Biologistic arguments are brought to bear to demonstrate that the sexual division of labour is from its historical origins an inherently unequal one, given the superior strength of the male and the task of childbearing which nature bestowed to women.

The radical feminist argument asserts that oppression based on sex in fact resulted in the conceptualization of other methods of social oppression and economic exploitation, primarily those based on class and race. They conclude from this assertion that by reconceptualizing and revolutionizing relations between women and men we may begin to eliminate all hierarchical divisions within society. Women, therefore, are the revolutionary group in society.

To reiterate the definition of patriarchy which radical feminists share with liberal feminists, we find that patriarchy is a sexual system of power in which the male possesses superior power and economic privilege. Patriarchy is the male ordering of society.16

Men may move freely between private and public spheres by virtue of their patriarchal authority, while women are confined to and remain subordinate within the private domestic domain.

Radical feminism argues that while the biological basis of patriarchy is no longer relevant, we cannot underestimate people's psychological need for the continuation of sexism through patriarchal
structures. Thus they are critical of the marxist and socialist feminist perspectives as undermining the importance of patriarchy and its effect on the formation of human consciousness. Millet states that patriarchy

is perhaps the most pervasive ideology of our culture and provides its most fundamental concept of power.17

As with the liberal feminist perspective, we find an emphasis on sexual relations embedded in psychic structures, which are transmitted through ideological representations of social reality. The concept of sex-class: that women form a class, or caste, is therefore primary to the argument. It is the task of radical feminism to make sex-class visible.

Radical feminism emerged from the civil rights movement and the 'new left' during the turbulent decade of the 1960's.18 Women working in these movements alongside their 'brothers' painfully became aware of the dimensions of their own oppression. While they struggled in the interests of the working class and people of colour, their own oppression was ignored. Women adopted 'consciousness raising' groups as a method of developing this awareness amongst themselves; however, attempts to transmit their realizations to men were met with ridicule. The response was typified by Stokely Carmichael's remark that "the only position for women in the movement is prone" and Eldridge Cleaver's references to "pussy power".19 It was determined by the males in the movement that "men will make the revolution ... and make their
chicks." As Robin Morgan wrote in 1968

How many 'Movement couples' stagger home from a
demonstration, or from jail, court, etc., so that he,
 exhausted, can collapse, while she, exhausted, fixes
 something to eat for them, or cleans up the pad, or
 picks up the kids, or, or, or ... 21

Confronted by the resistance and antagonism of their male peers, women
refused to be further used as "typers of the letters and distributors of
leaflets" 22 or to wait until 'after the revolution' for their turn
to be liberated by benevolent males. Feminist slogans like "the
revolution begins at home" and "the personal is political" articulated
this concern. Amidst a growing consciousness of and rebellion against
male chauvinism, Kate Millett wrote her landmark work, Sexual Politics
(1969), which defined the problem of patriarchy. The following year,
Shulamith Firestone published her radical feminist blueprint for the
future, The Dialectic of Sex.

Millett contended that patriarchy's "greatest psychological weapon
is its universality and longevity." 23 Patriarchal authority is
maintained through the institutional arrangements of society, and its
resulting hostility towards women expressed through pornography. Women
have no revolutionary movements to compare with the persistence of the
male supremacist tradition, according to Millett, but she foretold the
entrance of humanity into an age which would topple this tradition
through the efforts of women, who comprise more than half of the human
species. Millett further asserted that traditional marriage would not
survive this period, as it is an institution which is predicated upon
male control of female sexuality, productive, and reproductive labour.
The family, then, is patriarchy's most effective tool in assuring the subordination of women.

Continuing in this vein, Firestone attacked liberal feminist concerns like legal inequalities and employment discrimination as "superficial symptoms of sexism." Firestone contended that because women were oppressed due to their biological function as childbearers, they would have to be freed from biological concerns in order to attain true liberation. Radical feminists must therefore do more than abolish gender as a social phenomenon, but abolish sex as a biological fact. An androgynous society would necessitate the use of artificial wombs and test tube babies; sexuality and procreation would be forever separated. Childrearing would become a collective social responsibility, undertaken by all members of society. Women and children could then experience self-determination, sexual freedom, and economic freedom, while being fully integrated into all aspects of community life.

Firestone's work, which continues to provoke debate, is nevertheless contested by the majority of feminists today. The necessity of eliminating biological motherhood is far from certain; rather, the social determination of sex roles through the transmission of psychic structures is addressed as the critical concern. Firestone is attacked as both a technological and biological determinist; her argument contends that it is woman's biological makeup which is the source of female oppression, and the development of patriarchy was merely a residual effect. She therefore underplays the role of men in the
maintenance and reproduction of the patriarchal system, and moreover, fails to address the significance of male control of the technological means of reproduction for this future society, given their roles as scientists and technologists.

A major fault of Firestone's work, as contended by Germaine Greer, was her lack of attention to the significance of human sexuality in the patriarchal order. In her 1970 work, The Female Eunuch, Greer emphasized the importance to patriarchy of the maintenance of female sexual passivity. Women, she asserts, have been effectively castrated by men, and the means of this castration is rooted in the patriarchal nuclear family.

The castration of women has been carried out in terms of a masculine-feminine polarity, in which men have commandeered all the energy and streamlined it into an aggressive conquistatorial power, reducing all heterosexual contact to a sado-masochistic pattern. This has meant the distortion of our concept of love.26 Our conception of 'love' and 'romance' provide the bait by which women are trapped into acceptance of the patriarchal family structure. Making sex unsatisfactory for women within a monogamous (for women) relationship, rather than allowing them the freedom to develop their full sensual potential with other persons, is a method by which patriarchy keeps her there. Greer maintains that women are not monogamous by nature, but that men, in enslaving women for exclusive sexual and procreative use, in the interest of establishing proof of paternity, have sapped women of their life energies. In order to free themselves, then, women must develop their vital sexual natures, rather than
conforming to the rigid stereotype of female sexual passivity imposed by the patriarchy. Women, in Gloria Steinem's terms, must cease to be "female impersonators".27 This is only possible through "joy in the struggle".28 As Greer has asserted, the radical feminist position therefore seeks to confirm the opinions of early opponents to female suffrage.

The opponents of female suffrage lamented that women's emancipation would mean the end of marriage, morality and the state; their extremism was more clear-sighted than the woolly benevolence of liberals and humanists, who thought that giving women a measure of freedom would not upset anything. When we reap the harvest which the unwitting suffragettes sowed we shall see that the anti-feminists were after all right.29

While Greer advocated the full realization of female sexual potential, and supported homosexuality as a valid sexual choice, she continued to support the viability of heterosexual activity. There is, however, a tendency within the radical feminist spectrum which advocates female separatism as the only means by which women may free themselves from oppressive relationships. Men, they assert, know when they have a good thing going, and will not willingly relinquish their privileged status. Further, sexual gratification may be attained satisfactorily with women; male sexuality degrades women because it is so deeply embedded in sex-power relationships. Thus heterosexual activity represents complicity with 'the enemy'. As Ti-Grace Atkinson asserted, "Feminism is the theory; lesbianism is the practice".30 For these radical feminists, lesbian is more than a sexual choice but a political one - the only possible choice for a true feminist.
To conclude our discussion of radical feminism, we find that the central focus and most important contribution of this perspective to feminist theory is the emphasis it places on the primacy of sexuality in cognitive development. Psychic relations between genders based on biological differences provide the sustenance of patriarchy, a concept which radical feminists brought into common use. It is important, however, to draw attention to some of the weaknesses which this theoretical basis entails. While radical feminism has helped to determine patriarchy as a central focus for feminist research, its definition of the term is insufficient given the radical feminist insistence on patriarchy having a biological origin and its portrayal as a universal phenomenon. It cannot tell us how patriarchy is expressed in different historical periods, for example, by delineating the ways in which structures of the family are related to a given productive mode; social phenomena must be examined in their historical specificity.  

Moreover, it does not recognize how men may benefit differentially from patriarchy on the basis of class position and/or race, or how women experience different degrees of oppression. As we find within the liberal feminist tradition, the primacy attributed to the ideological transmission of patriarchy through psychic structures is problematic. This premise does not recognize that patriarchal ideas may be a consequence of material conditions, for example, through the use of women as a source of cheap labour. It is therefore necessary to turn to a discussion of socialist feminism, which attempts to integrate these critical points into feminist theory.
Socialist Feminism

Socialist feminism is the product of an attempt to harmonize the 
marxist and the radical feminist theoretical traditions. To use a tired 
metaphor, this attempt thus far has met with limited success - it is an 
'unhappy marriage'. While radical feminism, as we have seen, has 
determined gender relations as the motor force of history, the marxist 
tradition has asserted the antagonism existing between social classes as 
primary. Therefore, in order to develop an understanding of socialist 
feminism we must explicate its marxist heritage.

The Marxist Heritage

We merely show the world why it struggles; and the 
awareness of this is something which the world must 
acquire even if it does not want to.

Karl Marx (1843)

In the preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political 
Economy (1859), Marx states that prior to undertaking this work, he had 
re-examined Hegel's philosophy of law, and found it inadequate. One 
could not look only at political reforms and legal relations in examining 
the social development of humanity; there was a need to examine the 
material conditions upon which human development is based - that which 
Hegel and others had labelled 'civil society'. Marx asserts that the 
anatomy of civil society can only be examined through developing a 
critique of political economy, which is the product of a society's
material conditions.

Marx realized a "general conclusion" from his studies; that through the social production of existence, people enter into "definite relations" - the relations of production. These occur "independent of will". The relations of production are particular to the stage of social development in which they occur; to the material forces of production, which form a society's economic structure. The economic structure, then, is the "real foundation" of society. From this base, a superstructure is developed, which is comprised of a society's social relations, including its political and legal matters. The superstructure is a reflection of social consciousness.

The mode of production of material life conditions the general process of social, political, and intellectual life. It is not the consciousness of men that determines their existence, but their social existence which determines their consciousness.

Marx's materialist approach becomes clearer when examining his division of society into stages of historical development. Marx asserts that at a given stage of development, material forces of production begin to conflict with social relations, and a social revolution results, as occurred with the birth of capitalism through the industrial revolution. Social relations are transformed in accordance with the development of the next mode of production; when the economic foundation changes, so must the superstructure. Therefore ideology and consciousness do not cause material production to change, but rather the reverse is true. Consciousness is determined from the "contradictions of material life", from the conflict between the social forces and the social relations of production. Here is the root of Marx's historical materialism.
A social order cannot be destroyed until all of its productive capabilities have been developed to the fullest.

Mankind thus inevitably sets itself only such tasks as it is able to solve, since closer examination will always show that the problem itself arises only when the material conditions for its solution are already present or at least in the course of formation.36

The history of humanity has already witnessed the Asiatic, the ancient, the feudal, and the capitalist modes of production. The capitalist mode is the final antagonistic epoch of social history.37

The productive forces which are now developing within the bourgeois mode, capitalism, are creating the material conditions necessary for the end of this antagonism. The political conditions can then be developed for the future formation of socialism as the final productive epoch. For Marx, the beginning of socialism constitutes the beginning of a genuinely human history. All of the stages which come before it, then, are the pre-history of human society.

Marx regards the family as the most basic unit of social organization. However, for Marx, the male-female relation is premised on a natural rather than a social division of labour. This natural relation is the unification of women and men for procreation. No ownership exists in a society before "the family or the relations of master and servant are evolved". These are "concrete relations".38

In The German Ideology, written with Frederick Engels between 1845 and 1846, we find that
The production of life, both of one's own in labour and of fresh life in procreation, now appears as a twofold relation: on the one hand as a natural, on the other as a social relation - social in the sense that it denotes the cooperation of several individuals, no matter under what conditions, in what matter, and to what end.39

And further

The division of labour in which contradictions are implicit, and which in its turn is based on the natural division of labour in the family and the separation of society into individual families opposed to one another, simultaneously implies the distribution, and indeed the unequal distribution ... of labour and its products, hence property, the nucleus, the first form of which lies in the family, where wife and children are the slaves of the husband. This latent slavery in the family, though still very crude, is the first form of property, but even at this stage it corresponds perfectly to the definition of the modern economists, who call it the power of disposing of the labour-power of others.40

Thus there is an implicit recognition of a sexual division of labour, which is never developed, simply because it is attributed to 'nature', or biological necessity, and then dismissed as outside of their realm of inquiry.41 In a later work, however, Engels did attempt to trace the social process which made this division an unequal one.

In The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State (1884), Engels asserted that, with the beginnings of humanity there was a natural division of labour based on women's capacity to bear children and lactate. However, although labour was divided it remained equal in social value; it constituted simple production for use. After the first agricultural revolution men acquired tools and animals which could be sold or bartered, thus initiating the accumulation of private property.
At this time, there developed a definite division between private and public spheres, where women remained in the private realm engaging in production for use, while men entered the public sphere, engaging in the more socially valued production for exchange. The possession of private property established men's supremacy over women, resulting in women's domestic enslavement. Engels referred to this as "the world historic defeat of the female sex".\textsuperscript{42} The monogamous (for women) family assured men of their paternity, in order that they could pass property from father to son. With the advent of capitalism, however, proletarian men lost their rights to private property, and instead were forced to sell their labour power for a wage. Women, too, were forced to enter into a wage relation in order to meet family subsistence needs. Engels then assumed, erroneously, that proletarian women were no longer oppressed by their male counterparts, given that the men no longer possessed private property, and that the women now had access to public production; thus the male authority in the household was undermined.

There appears to be a contradiction in marxist thought here, however. Marx and Engels, while assuming the demise of authoritarian relations in the proletarian family with the demise of capitalism, also recognized the necessity of socializing the domestic labour process, in order that women be freed from the slavery of domestic concerns. This would necessitate the abolition of the family "where it remains true to its historical form" as an economic unit of society.\textsuperscript{43} The problem lies in Marx and Engels' failure to pursue gender as a manifestation of the sexual division of labour as a distinct category of oppression in
both the private and public realms, by subsuming it within the development of class relations. This is because they dismiss the sexual division of labour as a natural one, and thus their use of patriarchy as an analytic concept is inadequate.

Patriarchy as a social relation involving the subordination of women to men has no meaning or existence in Marxist analysis apart from its base in the family institution and its linkage to property.44

However, as Rosalind Coward has stated, the sexual division in society confers power on men, regardless of whether individual men are themselves powerful.45 Marx and Engels therefore were unable to resolve 'the woman question' as they could not separate it from the 'larger' problematic of class struggle.

Since we find in traditional marxism a failure to explicate sexual divisions, given the assumption that they are biologically based in origin, it comes as no surprise that there is no attempt within the tradition to develop a concept of sexual identity, and therefore an understanding of sexual relations. According to Rosalind Coward:

Sexual identity is the public presentation of sensual aims and objectives as integrated into the personality. Sexual division describes the division of labour, roles and activities according to sexual classification. Sexual relations are those activities where sensual aims and objectives are integrated into relations (usually public) with other people.46

Coward postulates that the marxist tradition could not accommodate an analysis of sexual divisions within its framework as its inadequacy in solving the woman question would be revealed. It therefore had to be subsumed within the political priority of class struggle; the raison
d'être of marxist theory. Moreover, we cannot dismiss sexual relations as an untouchable topic of the Victorian period; rather as Foucault reveals, at this time there was a veritable explosion of discourses on sexuality. Socialist feminist analyses attempts to address these critical omissions, while maintaining an active intermediation with class issues.
Socialist Feminism

Socialist feminists attempt to uncover the dialectical relationship between hierarchical class and sex structures. In capitalism, economic exploitation and sex oppression are mutually dependent processes. Socialist feminists refer to this relation as capitalist patriarchy.

Patriarchy can here be described as

A set of social relations which has a material base and in which there are hierarchical relations between men and solidarity among them which enable them in turn to dominate women. The material base of patriarchy is men's control over women's (reproductive and productive) labour power. That control is maintained by excluding women from access to necessarily economically productive resources and by restructuring women's sexuality.48

The material base of patriarchy may be described more specifically still as the sexual division of labour, which finds its expression in both the private and public realms, family and wage labour. A major thrust of socialist feminist research is to expose the relation of the household to the productive mode of society.

Therefore, patriarchy and capitalism are partners in the continuation of the subordination of women. However, patriarchy also operates independently of capitalism, as is evident by its appearance in pre-capitalist economic formations.

Patriarchy precedes capitalism through the existence of the sexual ordering of society which derives from ideological and political interpretations of biological difference. In other words, men have chosen to interpret and politically use the fact that women are the reproducers of humanity.49

Patriarchal relations are shaped throughout history by the social
relations of the existing productive mode. Socialist feminists must therefore establish how modes of production and structures of patriarchy interrelate at given historical moments. They are not so concerned about the origin of sex roles as with how they are maintained and expressed in a given mode of production.

This is because dominance and subordination are historically specific concepts; they make sense only in the context of the prevailing social arrangements.

While socialist feminists attempt to locate the material base of patriarchy and its forms in different historical periods, they recognize the importance of patriarchal ideology in sustaining sex-power relations. Cultural values and beliefs support patriarchy on an ideological level in determining how gender is socially constructed. Further it involves the socializing process through which symbolic structures frame the acquisition and internalization of the attitudes and behavioral expectations embedded in sex roles.

This represents significant progress from the marxist heritage, including its contemporary dimension, which attempts to address the position of women in class society through a rigid application of marxist categories to feminist concerns. The resulting 'fit' in the latter instance is an awkward one, as what cannot be functionally related to the process of capital accumulation falls again into the interstices of traditional theory. The most heatedly argued of these is the 'domestic labour debate', surrounding the utility of economistic analysis of women's role within the family. This debate explicates the means by which capitalism uses women as a source of unpaid labour in the home, and as a malleable pool of cheap wage labour which can be drawn in and
out of the home according to the demands of the economy and the supply of male workers. Women, in this context, comprise a reserve army of labour. As domestic labourers, women serve to reproduce fresh labour power for capitalism, both daily and generationally, engage in the production of use values, and consume the commodities which a capitalist society produces. While recognizing the utility of these arguments, socialist feminism also recognizes the necessity of constructing a picture of familialism - the ideology of family life - and its role in maintaining this process.

Domestic labour of course takes place within the context of the privatized family. The family is generally recognized as the main site for the operation of patriarchal relations. Eisenstein defines the family as follows:

The family is a series of relations which define women's activities both internal and external to it. Because the family is a structure of relationships which connect individuals to the economy, the family is a social, economic, political, and cultural unit of a society. It is historical in its formation, not a simple biological unit. Like women's roles, the family is not "natural"; it reflects particular relations of the society, particular needs to be filled.

Moreover, in capitalist patriarchy the family entails both kinship and co-residence. In other historical periods and cultures these elements are often quite separate. The family, then, is a socially and historically specific relation. In capitalist patriarchy the family embodies both property relations and psychic relations between the
sexes. The woman's primary responsibility as a wife is to serve the family. All women are defined in relation to the family, whether or not they actually take on the roles of wife and mother. Therefore, socialist feminism defines the family as the concrete expression of women's subordination; familialism, however, is the ideology which maintains family life.

The ideology of family life, not concrete families themselves, serves to reproduce the sex-gender system of which it is a part. A sex-gender system is the set of arrangements by which a society transforms biological sexuality into products of human activity, and in which these transformed sexual needs are satisfied.

The sex-gender system is a society's means of structuring its sexual division of labour, and the construction of gender - the "sexed subject" - itself. Socialist feminists posit that familialism serves to constrain women's sexuality and her fertility - her procreative labour power. Women have the appearance of having a special relation to reproduction which extends beyond the biological through the ideology of familialism and her concrete location within the family. This is used to justify her marginal participation in, or exclusion from, other forms of labour. The family, too, takes on the appearance of a 'natural' institution, independent of social or political organization. Women still unquestioningly legitimate the institutional arrangement by taking up the traditional roles of wife, mother, and homemaker. We find, then, that familialism is about how women help to build their own prisons, or, as Armstrong and Armstrong have expressed it, are "freely compelled" to
enter into relations which will limit their horizons.  

We may determine from the above discussion that socialist feminist research has three main foci:

1. The relation of domestic labour to familialism.
2. The relation between domestic labour and women's public labour.
3. The interrelation of structures of patriarchy and modes of production.

Socialist feminists place particular emphasis upon the role of the state in the reproduction of capitalist patriarchy. The terrain of the state is a site of struggle for socialist feminists as it affects women both materially and ideologically by marginalizing them in the roles of wife, mother, domestic labourer and secondary wage labourer through intervention in both the private and public spheres. Therefore, as Mary McIntosh asserts, both the size and the consequence of state expenditure are critical for feminist struggle. Through policy making, it intervenes materially in the reproduction of labour power by affecting fertility rates, welfare benefits, healthcare, childcare and education. It turns the force of its legal system to bear on women, for example, by defining codes of acceptable sexual conduct through criminal law, and producing legislation concerning the division of family property in family law. In the process, it provides ideological support for the reproduction of traditional gender roles.

It is of course significant that state power, as ruling class
power, is concentrated in the hands of males. The extent to which state power is exercised on the behalf of capital, and on the behalf of men as the more powerful gender, is a subject of considerable debate. Is the patriarchal state more concerned with establishing policies to ensure the reproduction of labour power in the interests of capital, or keeping women subordinated within the family in the interests of men? As Michelle Barrett makes clear, this type of debate is unfruitful as it merely reproduces the divisions between the radical feminist and the marxist positions, which place women as either the slaves of men or the puppets of capitalism. She asserts:

It is only if we recognize the elements of male domination that have been incorporated into the particular family-household system that the state has supported and structured that we can avoid either of these unsatisfactory options.63

The complexity of the interrelations between patriarchy, capitalism and the state are only now being realized; therefore the conclusions thus far remain tentative.64 The socialist feminist discussion of the regulation of sexual behavior in the chapter to follow will demonstrate some of the dimensions that the debate entails.

Our discussion of socialist feminism has revealed the challenge of this approach to traditional approaches to marxist theory; it has exposed the inadequacies of marxism in developing a theory of, and for, women.

As Eisenstein has stated
Marxist analysis has taught me to begin with material reality as my starting point and this is defined by what actually exists. Feminism has taught me to understand the daily life struggles within the family and with the state as part of this reality. It has also pushed me to understand that people's consciousness is part of this reality and cannot be ignored or wished away.65

However, as Juliet Mitchell asserts, while socialist feminists may question the use of marxist methodology, their relation to socialism itself is never a point of contestation.66 Socialist feminist analysis refocuses and redefines the historical materialist approach. It transforms marxist methodology to account for historical relations of power based on gender and its dialectical relation to class structure. Both the traditional marxist and radical feminist critiques must inform a theory which is to provide a basis for revolutionary strategy.
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Chapter Three: Feminist Perspectives on Prostitution

Introduction

In this chapter we will determine how the feminist theoretical perspectives define prostitution as a social institution. This will involve a critique of the manner in which perceptions of the economic relations, political-legal relations, and expressions of sexuality in social relations inform their analytic assessment of prostitution. I have chosen these criteria as they represent the most fundamental dimensions of prostitution in the Canadian context.

Economic Relations

On a practical level, the existence of female prostitution is generally recognized as a direct result of women's subordinate position within the economy. Women earned in 1983, on the average, 52% of the pay that men received as a result of employment segregation and ghettoization, an absence of equal pay for work of equal value, and lack of access to well-paying jobs through education streaming and discriminatory hiring practices. The earning potential of a prostitute is substantially greater than for most jobs a woman may aspire to, with no previous skills training required.

On a more theoretical level, we realize that economic relations are fundamental in the operation of a capitalist society. In Marx's terms, economic relations form the base, or guiding force, of a
capitalist society, while the social relations of the superstructure are influenced by a society's economic makeup. Most people must sell their labour power to earn money to live. For the prostitute, this entails exchanging her sexual capacities as a service to men in return for cash payment or other forms of non-sexual gain.

Sexuality and Social Relations

One of the functions of a patriarchal society is to ensure that women meet male sexual needs, either within the family, as wives, or external to the family, as prostitutes. Ideas about sexuality within a patriarchal culture are therefore important to our understanding of prostitution. I choose here to use the definition of sexuality provided by Stimpson and Persons:

Sexuality is a biological process that both follows certain development patterns and that responds to the mediation of culture. Biology may set the outer boundaries of sexual possibility, but cultures work effectively within them.2

They further suggest that

Paradoxically, a common consequence of cultural toil has been to reduce the female to her sexuality, her active being to her flesh.3

This cultural endeavour finds its ultimate manifestation in prostitution. However, though prostitution may entail a sexual act it is foremost a sexual relation, in the most narrow meaning of the term, only for the male as client. The female prostitute rarely derives sexual gratification from the act; for her it involves foremost an
economic relation. Thus sexuality and economics are intrinsically bound in prostitution.

We will find here and particularly in Chapter Four, that feminist analyses of prostitution are complicated by the ways in which they deal, or fail to deal, with issues related to sexuality. While feminists recognize the economic imperatives of prostitution, and support a woman's economic and legal right to engage in this activity, they are disturbed by the sale of female sexuality as an expression of female oppression. Further, prostitution is still often interpreted by individual feminists as immoral or abnormal behavior. How much is this attitude related to a distaste for the sale of sexuality as a patriarchal practice, and how much to an uncomfortable attitude towards sexuality itself? How much does the latter instance affect a feminist's (or any person's) perception of prostitution? This paper cannot attempt to answer these questions; they are raised only as issues of concern.

Political-Legal Relations

By now we have established that we live in a society which is both capitalist and patriarchal, as revealed by the economic and social relations of our social structure. The dominant class, and the dominant sex, must have a system by which to justify, maintain, and perpetuate their continued existence. This is managed on a formal level through the political-legal process. In Canada, prostitution-related activities
are illegal, although prostitution itself is not. Hypotheses as to why this hypocritical approach to prostitution is maintained will be revealed in our examination of the feminist frameworks. The legal doctrine which contains these laws is the Criminal Code of Canada. Other regulations affecting prostitution may be enacted at the municipal level through a system of bylaws, thus complicating the administration of prostitution as a legal offence. Changes to these laws may only be enacted through the political process; to the Criminal Code through Acts of the federal parliament, and at the municipal level through municipal and city councils. These laws are enforced through local, provincial, and federal policy structures. We will find that feminists, regardless of theoretical perspective, advocate the decriminalization of prostitution through the removal of prostitution related statutes from the Criminal Code of Canada.
Liberal Feminism

The liberal feminist perspective on prostitution examines, in the main, the manner in which the legal system, as it embodies patriarchal principles, interferes with the civil rights of the individual in constraining a woman's freedom to prostitute herself. While recognizing the oppressive and exploitative nature of prostitution as a product of patriarchal culture, liberal feminists argue that a re-evaluation of the legal process in relation to women is a fundamental step in the restructuring of gender relations, while recognizing that this measure will not eliminate prostitution itself.

Liberal feminists assert that all women are submitted to the sexually oppressive ideology and economic exploitation which forces poor women into prostitution. However, it is difficult for women to regard prostitution objectively, given that it is an activity surrounded by much mystique, particularly as a result of presentations of prostitution in the male-controlled media. Here the prostitute is either the 'hooker with a heart of gold' or the abject sexual slave. An examination of the double standard imposed on women's sexual and economic life, they find, gets beyond these myths. For men, sex is in many ways equivalent to power, and for women, nurturing. Men are defined by their achievements, and women are defined by their relation to men, and by their ability to provide comfort and sex in exchange for economic security. Men measure their success in large part by their access to women, even where access demands a cash exchange. Thus the
existence of prostitution is an inevitable extension of female and male role expectations. Further, in providing a population of women to meet male sexual needs, as a male 'right', it provides women with a means of financially supporting themselves in an economic climate unfavourable to women. It is not surprising, then, that prostitution is regarded as inevitable by many members of society.\(^8\)

Although prostitution may be regarded as inevitable, this is not to say that it is condoned as an occupational choice for women. To become a prostitute is to relinquish an important part of one's femininity, the withholding of sexual access to all but one's love-mate; prostitutes are therefore rewarded economically and condemned socially for their occupation. While there is little perceived need in society for formally punishing males who use prostitutes, since they are only claiming what is their due, women as prostitutes violate social conventions concerning women's behavior and they are therefore stigmatized and subject to legal penalty. Therefore, in a patriarchal culture, they find that "the prostitute is the deviant woman and her customer is the normal man."\(^9\) Despite this fact, the frequent perception of glamour associated with prostitution, in conjunction with the economic return, means that for some women the perceived benefits of prostitution outweigh those available to socially acceptable women who are confined to a life of economic dependence and domestic drudgery. Therefore prostitution is one way for women to reject their victimization by our sex-biased economic system by choosing an independent and exciting, albeit 'deviant', occupational lifestyle.\(^10\)
More than radical or socialist feminists, who concentrate on macro structures and processes, liberal feminist research frequently focuses on individual personality structure as it affects entrance into prostitution. Self-image plays a role in defining what is possible for women, exacerbated by external economic constraints. Boyer and James have attempted to delineate the varying circumstances through which young women enter into prostitution. First, there are those girls who fall into the category of "deprived and disadvantaged". These girls are from families of low socio-economic status, with minimal education or job skills, who enter into prostitution as a way out of poverty. They may have a role model in the form of a female relative or friend, thereby facilitating entry into prostitution. Also falling into this category are those women who lose the support of a male breadwinner through death or separation, and discover that prostitution is the only alternative to poverty.

Second, there are those girls who are physically and sexually abused, often within the context of the family. Boyer and James estimate that 40-75% of adolescent, both female and male, have experienced sexual or other forms of physical abuse prior to becoming prostitutes. A study of 138 juvenile prostitutes in the United States, conducted by James, found that 37% had been molested, 51% had been raped, and 63% had experienced other forms of physical abuse. These events may interrupt and retard normal social and sexual development.

Sexually abused adolescents do not know where they end and someone else begins. Their worth to others has only been acknowledged through their granting
sexual access, and consequently, they continue to define their self-worth through sexual activity.\textsuperscript{12}

The double standard of morality also has its repercussions here, resulting in feelings of guilt among abused females.

Finally, and perhaps the least prevalent, are those who may be categorized as "affluent and overindulged". Factors precipitating entrance into prostitution are permissive environments, lack of parental attention and affection, and boredom, combined with a perception of prostitution as a glamorous and exciting pastime. Boyer and James posit that these girls, exacerbated by the above, are succumbing to social pressure emphasizing the importance of female sexuality and the need to earn a high income - a measuring of self-worth by the amount of money earned. The "affluent and overindulged" may also be victims of sexual or other forms of physical abuse.

Violence against prostitutes may therefore be related to abuse in other contexts. It is not surprising then that many prostitutes end up in violent relationships, and appear willing to accept possible exposure to further violence as a hazard of the job. Priscilla Alexander, of the National Organization of Women, cites a study conducted by the Delancy Street Foundation, an agency operated by former prostitutes in the United States, which found that 70% of the street prostitutes interviewed had been raped on the job on an average of 8-10 times per year.\textsuperscript{13} Revealingly, however, Jennifer James' three-year study of prostitute-pimp relations demonstrated that these were no more violent than husband-wife relations. There have been just as many cases of
pimps beating prostitutes as husbands beating wives, proportionally. They therefore reflect the power relations between women and men generally.\textsuperscript{14}

These power relations are in fact justified by relegating even straight women to "the moral character of the whore". A frequent defence to rape charges is that the victim is a whore, or behaved like one. Moreover

These assumptions are carried, as well, into the home, particularly in the case of domestic violence: many battering husbands call their wives "whore" before they hit them, the label being justification for the act.\textsuperscript{15}

Liberal feminist research has found that while men may move freely in and out of deviant subcultures as clients, given their valued role in the 'straight' world and the absence of legal impediments to their activities, the prostitute is confined to the life and the label. It is a physically punishing occupation: the myth that prostitution is easy work ('she lies on her back all night') parallels the misconception that homemakers 'have it easy' performing domestic labour. Both are patriarchal fallacies created to denigrate female labour, and thus women's social value.\textsuperscript{16}

In documenting the working conditions involved in prostitution, they report that it is an occupation where seniority is not rewarded; by age thirty women are considered old and are usually broke. Drug use may have harmed their physical and mental health, though Gail Sheehy suspects that report of drug use among street prostitutes may be exaggerated, given their need to stay on their toes and move fast in
order to avoid police, detect 'bad tricks', and meet the evening's income set by a pimp. Venereal disease may also pose a problem, though prostitutes are aware of the risks and usually take more precautions than many people. The venereal disease rate among U.S. prostitutes is estimated at between 20-25%, while for high school age teenagers it is estimated to be from 30-35%.18

The liberal feminist tradition's emphasis on the maintenance of individual freedom of choice results in their concern that the prostitute's freedom to find an alternative occupation (as well as her ability to establish a credit rating) may be affected by the existence of a police record. The criminalization of prostitution thereby serves to close avenues back into the straight world to the prostitute. In this instance, her economic resources will be of little benefit in improving her professional position. In addition, the income from prostitution varies tremendously between the high-priced call girl and the streetwalker, and according to whether it is undertaken as a full-time or part-time occupation. Sheehy estimates that in 1973 there were between 200,000 and 250,000 prostitutes working in the United States. The income from this work was estimated at between seven and nine billion dollars annually, tax free. However, most of this money goes not to prostitutes, but to the many "major and minor hustlers" surrounding prostitution, from pimps to hotel operators to cab drivers to the mafia.19 Most prostitutes work from massage parlours, brothels, escort services, and on an out-call basis, methods which constitute third-party intervention, with the frequent exception of
out-calls. Only 10-15% of prostitutes in the United States work through street solicitation. However, about 60% of the women are controlled by pimps. If we extend the concept of 'pimp' to include anyone who lives off of the avails of prostitution, as in the legal definition of the activity, the figure is substantially higher, based upon the above methods of third-party intervention. A federal-provincial justice committee alleges that, in Canada, organized crime alone is known to take in 20.9 million dollars annually from prostitution, while the figure is estimated to be as much as 114.6 million dollars annually. Therefore, while it is usually the female prostitute who performs the job and takes the accompanying risks, it is the males who control her activities who reap the profits.

Liberal feminists have been concerned about the incidence of prostitution since the beginnings of the first wave of the women's movement, and long before their quest for suffrage rights was completed. Josephine Butler led the fight against the Contagious Diseases Acts in Britain from the passing of the third statute in 1869 until the Act was finally repealed by Queen Victoria on April 13, 1886. The Act sought to restrict the activities of prostitutes near military compounds, in order to check the spread of venereal disease among military personnel. It granted law enforcement officers the right to arrest any woman found loitering on the street, as well as those suspected of having an unchaste character, and the right of medical practitioners to subject these women to mandatory medical inspections. Butler considered this
Act a great social injustice for women, and charged that it was based upon the double standard regarding "sexual sins" for women and men. She charged that submitting women to involuntary medical examinations violated the claims of decency and inalienable rights of women, chaste or unchaste, over her own person.22

In 1870 the Ladies' National Association, under the leadership of Butler, issued the Women's Protest Statement, decrying the impediment to legal safeguards that the Act created. Such a measure constituted the removal of women's personal safety and put them at the mercy of the police, thereby neglecting the duty of the law to provide civil liberty for its subjects. Moreover, it compelled the accused to prove her virtuousness, and thus her innocence, and punished the victims of vice - the prostitutes - while allowing the cause of vice - the males who solicited prostitutes - to go free. Finally, they charged that while the purpose of the Act was to eliminate disease, no disease had ever been eradicated by legislation. The disease, in any case, was moral rather than physical; therefore the state should attempt to deal with the causes of moral evil. Butler advocated the social purification of both women and men, in adherence to religious doctrine. She urged fortunate women to come to the aid of those less privileged, and to fight for social purity but against laws which were an outrage to both free citizenship and the sacred rights of women, by creating a "slave class" of women for male benefit. Women must stand at the forefront of battle, she urged, or the fight would be lost. Women's social condition
must be transformed in order that they be free to live the virtuous lives which all women wanted. There was to be no question of party politics in their "sacred cause".

It is a question which vitally concerns our social life through all classes, from the head of government down to the poorest toiler for his daily bread. It is a moral question which affects the moral and spiritual life of the peoples of the earth, and through their spiritual individual life, the domestic, social, and public life of the community. But it must be fought out on the lines of government - on political lines.23

Therefore, while it must be women who take the active part in transforming social conditions, the state must play the critical role in assuring that their demands are met.

The liberal feminist tradition ultimately regards the state as the safeguard of democratic rights and freedoms for all citizens, and its negligence in assuring equal treatment of women is a matter which may be overcome by educating its administrators and through feminist political pressure. The material basis of the state (articulating the interest of capital and of patriarchy) and its potential ability to function fairly on the behalf of women is never an issue of concern, as was discussed in chapter two. As part of their reform program, liberal feminists attempt to educate elected officials about the law's discriminatory treatment of prostitutes. They point to the fact that while prostitution is officially condemned and legislated against, total suppression is seldom attempted as an availability of prostitutes is considered necessary in order that men may attain the sexual release considered necessary for
them to function effectively as citizens.\textsuperscript{24} While prostitution is tacitly accepted, the providers of the service, in stepping beyond the bounds of acceptable female conduct, are considered unworthy of the basic civil rights afforded to other citizens. Therefore, the legal process, they assert, serves to define acceptable and unacceptable standards of female sexual behavior.\textsuperscript{25}

The behavior of women who come to the attention of official agencies is scrutinized not so much for evidence of guilt or innocence but rather for evidence of sexual misconduct. It must be recognized that this traditional sexualization of female crime serves symbolic functions in a male-dominated society.\textsuperscript{26}

The double standard by which the law governs sexual behavior therefore applies not only between women and men but between women and women. Either women fit the 'sweet and innocent' category, in which instance they need be protected by the law, or they are regarded as promiscuous and therefore considered responsible for their own actions, as are prostitutes regarded. In the latter instance, males are not considered culpable, resulting in the prostitute being a double victim, both of customers and pimps, and of the law and its policers.\textsuperscript{27} Further, this reveals that women do not benefit from male tolerance, or 'chivalry', within the legal system, particularly within the courts themselves. Rather, sex role expectations are enforced judicially, sometimes in place of applying the law. The courts may often overlook the crimes of women who conform to sex role expectations, but those women who deviate from them, as do prostitutes, may be treated all the more harshly. It is not surprising, then, that prostitution is treated as a 'sex-crime' by the courts.
Contemporary liberal feminists, like their peers of the past century, recognize prostitution laws as discriminatory against women, by limiting their rights as free citizens in a democratic society to control their bodies and their lives. As Priscilla Alexander states in her research paper on prostitution prepared for the National Organization of Women, women have a right to work as prostitutes, "when it is of their own choice", as they have a right to work in any other occupation for which they are qualified. They have a right to relationships with other persons, even where they provide the financial support, if this arrangement is acceptable to both parties, just as they have a right to raise children without the interference of protection agencies, who determine them as unfit mothers simply as a result of their occupation. In summary, liberal feminists adopt the classical liberal stance favouring individual autonomy and equality of opportunity as the basic rights necessary for the attainment of "a full human existence". Prostitutes, as every other citizen, are worthy of these rights. Women must make this clear by working to end the duality of whore and madonna within the legal system, and by ensuring that prostitution remains in the control of the prostitute, not pimps, police and judges.

then we will have given the prostitutes the power, and the support, to change that institution. We will all benefit.

Liberal feminists question the manner in which morality intervenes in the construction of legal statutes, even beyond the institutionalization of the double standard of sexual behavior for women
and men. Where prostitution is considered immoral and thus unacceptable the activity is subject to punitive legal measures.

The function of these laws is less to eliminate prostitution than to define a moral community. By making prostitution illegal, the community can assert its commitment to moral values and derogate those who fall outside the pale.32

Legal statutes affecting prostitution therefore serve a symbolic, rather than a utilitarian function. The enforcement of moral laws constitutes a problem for three groups; public health agencies, who are concerned with the spread of venereal disease, moral and social traditionalists, and of course law enforcement agencies.33 Most citizens, they ascertain, are only morally affected by prostitution if they are directly confronted by it; hence prostitution will be tolerated by the law if it is invisible. It is generally only the overt prostitute—the streetwalker—who is subject to legal harassment. This further victimizes the street prostitutes, as they are already the women who face the most danger on the job, charge the lowest rates for their services, and are most preyed upon by hustlers. Liberal feminists recognize that street prostitutes are recruited mainly from the low socioeconomic strata of society, and a large proportion of these are minority group women. This proportion, however, is not large enough to justify the fact that 85% of prostitutes who are sentenced to jail in the United States are women of colour.34 This, they charge, constitutes a race bias in the execution of the legal process. Race, like sex, is an ascribed status which should not be used to marginalize people and impede their freedom as individuals. Legal harassment
results in prostitutes being made even more dependent on pimps, for bailing them out of jail, arranging childcare and legal counsel, and so on. It frequently results in women having to leave an area for a location where they are not known as prostitutes, which entails a separation from the support network provided by family and friends. This dislocation results in further dependence on pimps for companionship and security, and therefore further entrapment within 'the life'.

Contemporary liberal feminists have considered two alternative approaches which the government may take in dealing with prostitution, which are distinct from the present method of criminalizing prostitution related activities. Prostitution may either be legalized, entailing further state control without criminal sanctions, or decriminalized through the removal of prostitution from the Criminal Code, thereby ending state intervention.

Legalization is the least-favoured approach of feminists, as it maintains a punitive system of control. Generally through this measure a form of prostitution is consented to, and subjected to taxation, licensing, and government regulation, while other forms of prostitution, particularly street solicitation, remain illegal. Feminists point to the legalization of brothels in Nevada as evidence of the unsuitability of this tactic. Women employed in these brothels, they charge, are virtually imprisoned; they may leave the brothels infrequently for weeks off, and may only shop in nearby towns on certain days and during specific hours. These prostitutes work fourteen-hour shifts, during
which time they service 10-15 customers, the selection of whom they are allowed no choice. They are not permitted to use condoms for protection against venereal disease, and instead are subject to mandatory medical inspections. In addition, they must pay room and board, on top of giving a percentage of their earnings to the brothel keeper, pay for the use of linen, and use hairdressing and laundry facilities provided on the premises, all of which takes a sizeable chunk from their weekly earnings.\textsuperscript{35} It must be recognized that their work environment is at least more secure than where prostitution is conducted in a clandestine fashion; however, equally secure conditions could be arranged in other contexts, were prostitution not a criminal activity in these contexts.

In other nations where prostitution is regulated through legalization, police corruption and pimping remain rampant, given the restrictions upon the activity imposed by this method. Legalization in fact legitimates the exploitation of women and perpetuates the power over them in the hands of male legislators, vice profiteers, and customers.\textsuperscript{36}

A state in fact may be considered "the biggest pimp of all" through legal regulation of prostitution.\textsuperscript{37} Legalization legitimates the operation of brothels by individual pimps as valid entrepreneurial activity, in the spirit of free enterprise, and increases their power to more than ever before. Finally, it limits women's opportunity to find other forms of employment, given that she has been officially registered as a prostitute. Liberal feminists recognize that
Simply because the State is willing to recognize prostitution as a legitimate commercial transaction, does not mean it has to license it.\textsuperscript{38}

Prostitution may be conducted legitimately without licensing, as are numerous other forms of commercial activity.

Decriminalization is the approach most favoured by feminists as "the least abusive choice",\textsuperscript{39} as it eliminates state interference into and control of the affairs of the prostitute. Some U.S. legal scholars question the legitimacy of prostitution laws, determining that they violate civil liberties like freedom of speech, equal protection, and privacy.\textsuperscript{40} Laws against prostitution imply that the individual prostitute is responsible for prostitution, rather than or in addition to clients or society as a whole. This, they charge, is blatant discrimination, and "Women as victims of prostitution should not be criminally prosecuted for an act which they are forced to commit" as a result of social and economic constraints.\textsuperscript{41} Moreover, prostitution constitutes a victimless crime in the legal sense, in that it is a crime without a complainant; as an act undertaken by consenting adults, it should lie outside of the purview of the law.

Prohibition of prostitution does not help to lower the disease rate, nor is it likely to limit significantly recruitment into the profession.\textsuperscript{42} Liberal feminists also question whether prostitution laws are worth the cost of enforcement to the State;\textsuperscript{43} funds which could be used to curb more serious forms of crime.\textsuperscript{44} Decriminalization would in fact lessen the control of prostitutes by more powerful males: law enforcement officers would no longer demand payoffs, and the
necessity of developing protective dependence relations with pimps, massage parlour owners, and the like, reduced. The lopsided application of the law, in which women of colour are most penalized, would be eliminated through decriminalization, as would at least some of the stigmatization of prostitution as imposed through the criminalization of the activity. Through decriminalization, the state would neither need to condone prostitution, nor act as pimp through profiting from the sale of sexual services. Further, it would no longer be the prostitute who is considered solely responsible for prostitution.

Through decriminalization, it would be possible for prostitutes to form unions for greater control and improvement of their working conditions, as well as to form professional associations with a code of ethics and behavior. By allowing prostitutes the right to establish an order of cohesion in their profession, they would be given the freedom to work to help themselves and one another; for example, to provide training for new prostitutes, thereby reducing the problems and dangers currently associated with prostitution. Jennifer James suggests that some control options may still be exercised by the community, respecting visibility, disease prevention, enforcement of the age of consent, and business and zoning regulations. While these measures still limit the freedom of individual prostitutes, liberal feminists consider them acceptable provisional measures, until the causes of prostitution can be eliminated.

Liberal feminists find that we may only begin to regard
prostitutes as victims when we examine not only factors precipitating entrance into prostitution, but understand the implications of prostitution related laws. They assert that changing these laws is the most readily available means of lessening the victimization of female prostitutes through challenging the enforcement of sexism and racism. James maintains that we become aware that prostitutes are not so much victims of prostitution, but of these laws, the manner of their enforcement, and the men these laws are intended to protect.\textsuperscript{49}

Beyond this, she asserts,

\begin{quote}
It is within the power of our legislatures to lessen the victimization of prostitutes as prostitutes, but to eliminate the victimization of prostitutes as women will be a longer, far more difficult struggle.\textsuperscript{50}
\end{quote}

To summarize the liberal feminist perspective on prostitution,

- Liberal feminists assert that prostitutes, as every woman, have a right in a democratic society to control their own bodies and their own fates.

- The legal system, however, discriminates against prostitutes both in the construction of legislation and in the execution of the legal process, thereby impeding the prostitute's right to self-determination.

- Therefore, the decriminalization of prostitution is advocated as a solution to overcoming these impediments.

- Decriminalization, as a short-term measure of social reform, is a necessary part of the attainment of the long-range goals of the
women's liberation movement; it is not in itself sufficient, however, in addressing the problem of prostitution.

We must therefore work towards the transformation of gender roles to eliminate the subordination of women in contemporary society. Only then may we witness the disappearance of prostitution itself as a product of this subordination.

As we shall see, radical and socialist feminists maintain quite distinct emphases in their approaches to prostitution than do liberal feminists. We will examine the radical feminist perspective on prostitution in the pages to follow.
Within the context of the discussion of radical feminism, we found that there emerged an emphasis on sexuality and sexual control, and its primary status in the relations between genders. Economic and political-legal relations between genders only become significant as a product of belief systems based on sexual differences. The radical feminist perspective on prostitution provides a forum for further elaboration of these assertions.

The poetic rage of radical feminist writers can be compelling to the woman already feeling injured by her relations with men, in a man's world. Given women's socialization into roles of dependence, notions of romantic love, and the cultural importance of marriage and motherhood as interrelated events through which women's potential fulfillment of self is subordinated, "sexual politics" is identified by a radical feminist as the most salient political focus. Indeed, it is not surprising that prostitution comes to be regarded by radical feminists as the ultimate manifestation of women's oppression: in a phallocratic society the definition of women as sexual objects which can be bought and sold provides the primary impetus for social and political action. Thus, within the discourse of sexual politics, prostitutes are regarded as political prisoners.

prostitutes are our political prisoners - in jail for cunt. Jailed for it, for cunt, the offense we all commit in just being female. That's sexual politics, the stone core of it.51
The radical feminist position posits that, since sex oppression is history's longest and most fundamental injustice, and thus patriarchy is both universal and transhistorical in nature, prostitution too is shaped by this absence of parameters.

Female prostitution and harems have existed among all races, in nearly every recorded culture, on every continent, and in all centuries: it predates Catholicism and industrial capitalism. It always signifies the relatively powerless position of women and their widespread sexual repression. It usually also signifies their exclusion from or subordination within the economic, political, religious, and military systems.\(^52\)

Millett asserts that women are traded and regarded as currency even in societies that do not have a monetary system.\(^53\) Radical feminists contend that prostitution "has always been a cultural universal" because it provides males with a means of acting out their contempt for women.\(^54\) Prostitutes are in the business of not selling sex but degradation, and in doing so support ideological representations of female inferiority on both the individual and social levels, through the power of one human being over another.\(^55\) Women's experiences simply in being female, through subjection to rape, incest, and other forms of physical and emotional abuse, prepare women for an acceptance of a life of prostitution, in which a woman's sexual being is not constructed for her own pleasure.\(^56\) Since women's essence and offense in a patriarchal culture is the biological fact that she is "cunt", self-contempt becomes rooted in personality structure; women are socially conditioned to accept self-denigration. Millett maintains that society
urges women to kill something within themselves - ego, hope, self-respect. This female masochism is, however, "only the behavior of accommodation, forced upon any oppressed group that it may survive."57

Despite their contempt, the male oppressors experience both love and hate for the women they are oppressing. Given the love element, some individuals may not wish to inflict physical or psychic violence upon the women most emotionally valued by them; however, the prostitute or sexually active woman provides an outlet for female malignment as an acceptable cultural practice. The duality of love and hate of women within the male psyche is revealed in the whore/madonna concept, which also serves to define the limits of women's acceptable sexual behavior.58 Since the boundary between madonna and whore, male acceptance and male condemnation is so tenuous, is breachable by a single sexual act, women are pitted against one another in meeting acceptable standards of behavior, resulting in a victimological attitude towards those whose behavior breaches the code. The denigration of prostitutes, and the criminalization of prostitution as an extension of this denigration, according to the radical feminist argument, is therefore used to control both 'straight' women and prostitutes themselves.59 This is possible because women are socialized to value the opinion of men more than those of other women. Barry refers to this process as "identification with the enemy" through which women depersonalize themselves and forego freedom.
The inability of women to put themselves in the place of a woman victimized is ultimately a denial of self living in the conditions of colonization. It results in women then effectively being able to police other women. Sex colonization requires male identification in its most subtle and self-denying forms. 60

As society accepts the abuse of women, so women internalize and accept their own abuse. Through devaluation of the self, the potential for real intimacy between genders, constructed in an atmosphere of mutual and self-respect, is destroyed.

Radical, liberal, and socialist feminists share the belief that marriage and prostitution, the material bases of the concepts of madonna and whore, are two sides of the same patriarchal coin. Through both institutions a woman is defined by her consent to sexual access; however, through marriage she enters a legal contractual arrangement with one man, presumably for life, in exchange for economic support and social legitimation. Vocal prostitutes are in agreement with the feminist linking of marriage and prostitution. As Ellen Strong has asserted, "All the prostitute has done is eliminate the bullshit." 61 Roberta Victor elaborates upon this point.

The overt hustling society is the microcosm of the rest of society. The power relationships are the same and the games are the same. Only this one I was in control of. The greater one I wasn't. In the outside society, if I tried to be me, I wasn't in control of anything. As a bright, assertive woman, I had no power. As a cold manipulative hustler, I had a lot. I knew I was playing a role. Most women are taught to become what they act. All I did was act out the reality of American womanhood. 62
Radical feminists assert that, whether through prostitution or as wives, women's lot is accepted through the idea that they are part of a group of women pre-destined for their particular fate. Both are marginal roles, allowing for the non-interference of women in the economic and political affairs of men. Barry refers to both marriage and prostitution as the structural conditions of female sexual slavery.

They are in fact, the primary institutions through which sex is conveyed and in which female sexual slavery is practiced. Sex is purchased through prostitution and legally acquired through marriage; in both as well as outside each, it may be seized by force ... Female sexual slavery is present in ALL situations where women or girls cannot change the immediate conditions of their existence; where regardless of how they got into those conditions they cannot get out; and where they are subject to sexual violence and exploitation.63

Therefore, if a female does not have the power to reject sexual advances, then she is being raped. Radical feminists regard rape as a means of showing a woman her place in the social order. It is used as a means of depriving a woman of her self-respect and her sexual identity, and it is often employed by pimps as a means of conditioning women for a life of prostitution or as pornographic models.64 Rape is further intertwined with prostitution and marriage, according to Susan Brownmiller, because if a man may purchase sex through prostitution, or gain exclusive rights to it through the marriage contract, then why should he not access it for free? The female body is therefore of little value beyond the satisfaction of male sexual needs, and when males are young, they begin to learn that access to the female body is indeed a male right.
Radical feminists maintain that it is one of the paradoxes of patriarchy that while women are defined as sexual objects, they are not permitted to enjoy their own sexual pleasure without revealing themselves to have the soul of a whore. They believe that the basic, transcending truth of patriarchy is the perception that all women, by nature, are whores, and so the professional prostitute differs from other women only by degree. It is up to women to repress and thereby disguise their sexual nature in order to find acceptance within patriarchal culture as wives and mothers. This means that the violation of women through rape or prostitution is not possible as "one does not violate something for using it for what it is." From this basic premise, radical feminists assert that it is not surprising that patriarchal culture has developed a victimological attitude towards rape and prostitution.

Throughout history, Millett states, women have been confined to "the cultural level of animal life" in meeting male sexual needs and engaging in reproductive activities. Allowing women to seek sexual pleasure for their own satisfaction would undermine a system geared towards the advancement of male interests. Through an association of women with carnality, accompanied by the denial of sexuality as an expression of female selfhood, Millett finds that

It is as though cunt were posed as the opposite of ego or selfhood, its very antithesis, the negative pole of selfhood or spirit. The sale of women in prostitution reinforces this attitude more powerfully than any other event.
This attitude does not find an equivalent expression in male prostitution, however, due to the explicit character of sex-power relations between women and men. In many societies, Britain for example, males are not even recognized in law as prostitutes; prostitution is a specifically female activity, defined by a rigid moral code for women.

While less concerned with the acquisition of civil rights for prostitutes than liberal feminists (for 'rights' mean little in a society which is premised on sex hierarchy) radical feminists nevertheless oppose state criminalization of prostitution as further interference into the affairs of women. They therefore support the decriminalization of prostitution as a necessary step in eliminating the formal control of women, and of reducing the stigmatization of prostitutes which serves male interests by keeping women divided from one another. Decriminalization of prostitution is therefore inseparable from the long range goals of radical feminism.

Phyllis Chesler asserts that, if women are to take control of their bodies and their lives, they must overcome the idea of female self-sacrifice, in which women are made to participate in their own subordination. Even to ask men for equality, as liberal feminists do, is a sign of powerlessness, as if women are requesting that favours be bestowed upon them by men. Women must seize control of the means of production and reproduction, first by asserting control of their own bodies and lives. As Barry states, the power of feminism
indicates that women are, despite the odds, capable of struggling against their own oppression. Indeed, women are more than mere victims, they are survivors, and "surviving is the other side of being a victim". Women have survived in a world not of their own making, under conditions not of their own choice. Prostitution, as a wife or a whore, is a means of self-preservation in a hostile culture, under conditions of victimization.

The arts of prostitution were not invented by women. Men use them every day, with great sophistication, to advance their hierarchical structures ... We have managed to learn them anyway, for our survival. We cannot afford to given them up just yet.

To summarize the radical feminist perspective on prostitution, we have found that,

- Patriarchal power is maintained primarily through the control of female sexuality and ideological representations of female inferiority. The existence of prostitution is the ultimate manifestation of the control of women.

- While condemning prostitution, radical feminists pledge their support of prostitutes as victims of patriarchal culture. Overcoming the divisions imposed on women through definition by sexual character is necessary for the realization of sisterhood and thus a united female struggle.

- Radical feminists support the decriminalization of prostitution, while realizing the limitations of the gains to be made from such a victory. As Kate Millett states, such measures are a means of women fighting
oppression, but they do not help women define their own equality, which is a critical step on the road to liberation. It is not "dancing into the road, describing arcs and shapes of your own."76 Nothing less than a social revolution predicated upon the transformation of gender relations is sufficient for a redefinition of female sexuality, the separation of sexuality from relations of power and subordination, and the ultimate destruction of prostitution.77

As we have seen in our earlier discussion of socialist feminism, which will be elaborated in the forthcoming pages, socialist feminists regard gender revolution as only part of the answer to the issue of prostitution, specifically, and to the question of social transformation generally.
Socialist Feminism

As in the previous chapter, it is useful to begin our discussion of socialist feminism with an explication of traditional marxist theory, here in consideration of its perspectives on prostitution.

The following discussion reveals that the theoretical distance between these positions not only reflects the critical development of socialist feminist analysis in taking into account structures of patriarchy and their interrelations with productive forces, but the socialist feminist recognition that sexual identity and sexual practices, and the moral codes governing them, are historically specific phenomena.

The Traditional Marxist Perspective

The traditional marxist critique of prostitution centers on the assertion that its development was coterminous with the creation of marriage, and as such is inevitable within the context of modern bourgeois society. Engels initiated the debate in The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State, when he traced the development of prostitution to the rise of property differentiation and the beginnings of female slavery. As the accumulation of private property rigified social relations there occurred the institutionalization of the legal marriage and the allotment of women to the role of wife, a form of male property for his exclusive sexual use. For Engels, the wife
differs little from the ordinary courtesan only in that she does not hire out her body, like a wage-worker, on piecework, but sells it into slavery once and for all.78

So in Engels' formulation, prostitution and marriage are foremost economic relations imposed by the bourgeois productive mode. The woman as wife serves as the domestic and sexual slave of man within the confines of the family; the prostitute accommodates his lust where it cannot find expression through legally sanctified arrangements. The proletarian female who does not submit herself to marriage relations may find that her only alternative is to engage in prostitution if she is to survive. Bourgeois males of the Victorian period made ample use of working class females for this purpose, which had a double use as it protected, in their eyes, their own daughters and future wives from sexual advances, lending the assurance that they would be transmitted as undamaged property. It also furthered their understanding of the working class as immoral, all the while ignoring their own contribution to the condition through the maintenance of the proletarian's impoverished condition. In Engels' analysis, it is not surprising, then, that bourgeois males would bring the force of their legal system to bear against prostitutes, adding to the severity of its social consequences, while continuing to regard their own role in the act as honourable, or, at worst, "a slight moral stain that one bears with pleasure".79

Contrary to modern feminist analysis, Engels asserted that prostitution demoralized men more than it did women, as it only affected
women who were directly involved in the activity, while it "degrades the character of the entire male world" in that it usually constituted conjugal infidelity. Engels did not challenge the bourgeois values of monogamy, chastity, heterosexuality, and the nuclear family. Rather, he asserted that socialist revolution would eliminate the economic foundations of marriage and prostitution, making possible true monogamy, applicable to both women and men, based on individual sex love. Engels adapted his belief in the possibility of sex-love from the utopian socialists, which provided a break from the Victorian view of true love as being based upon a unity of "two disembodied souls." However, his continued support for female chastity and virtue, which he believed were endemic to women, meant that Engels had an innaccurate perception of the female sexual character. He regarded it as a timeless virtue, rather than as a product of historical forces which demanded the repression of female sexuality, in the interests of the preservation of male domination and the capitalist patriarchal family form.

August Bebel managed to move beyond Engels in his critique of 'the woman question' through his recognition of female sexual needs. Men, Bebel maintained, regarded the availability of prostitutes as their rightful dues, while severely condemning the prostitute and non-prostitute women who acquired sexual knowledge. Men were not concerned that women also experienced sexual desire, but rather, as masters, they forced women to suppress their impulses, in men's interest. Women's character and her suitability for marriage were dependent upon her
chastity. Males, however, were free to indulge themselves, unhampered by the fear of conception, and given that legitimate gratification was often not possible, prostitution came to be regarded as a necessary social evil by the bourgeois state acting on behalf of male interests. Bebel regarded this position as an admission of the inadequacy of Christian marriage in meeting human needs, given that many of the men who frequented prostitutes had wives, but chose to move beyond their domestic sexual arrangements. It further revealed that the state regarded all women as sexual currency; either through submission to a husband in fulfillment of marital obligations, or outside of the family, as a professional prostitute. All women, therefore, were regarded as the embodiment of sexuality — as 'the sex' — while the possibility that sexual relations could be a source of pleasure for 'respectable women' was denied. Bebel asserted that by turning the force of its laws to work for the control of prostitutes, allegedly to punish them for their depravity, the state turned reality "upside down" through the recreation of the Adam and Eve seduction myth. The pervasiveness of this perception of the feminine character ensured that women's subordination and economic dependence upon men would be maintained and reproduced. Bebel was led to conclude from this that women were the greatest sufferers within bourgeois society. He concurred with Engels that both marriage and prostitution were the products of the capitalist system, and that a socialist revolution would be necessary to transform relations between genders and eliminate prostitution.
Alexandra Kollontai, a prominent member of Lenin's cabinet, made a significant contribution to the debate on prostitution and its relevance to the woman question as she not only further developed the concept of individual sex-love, but recognized that female inequality, and prostitution as an expression of that inequality, did not automatically disappear with a transformation in the mode of production. Kollontai recognized that despite her country's socialist revolution, the domestic arrangements of bourgeois society had carried on; the revolutionary process had not challenged the legitimacy of monogamous marriage, nor eliminated the perception of women as sexual servants and domestic labourers, despite the fact that they now participated fully in the wage labour process. Kollontai asserted that even to begin to address these problems would require a re-education of the working class, which could take several generations. New forms of the family would have to be created to eliminate female oppression as wives and prostitutes; sexual relationships could then be based upon reciprocal sexual passion, reproduction, or "emotional and intellectual harmony."  

The sexual act must not be seen as something shameful and sinful but as something which is as the other needs of the healthy organism, such as hunger and thirst. Such phenomena cannot be judged as moral or immoral. The satisfaction of healthy and natural instincts only ceases to be normal when the boundaries of hygiene are overstepped.  

In communism, then, women and men could engage in free relationships which are healthy and joyful.  

Such sexual relationships have nothing in common with prostitution ... Where passion and attraction begin, prostitution ends.
For Kollontai, prostitution provides a form of "unearned income" such as thrives in capitalism. While she recognized that women are forced into prostitution by their economic circumstances, she did not regard it as real labour, but rather as a parasitical activity. She concurred with Engels' and Bebel's linkage of prostitution to monogamous marriage and female economic dependence; however, women's economic condition was changing through the workers' revolution, and women were now expected to maintain a livelihood not through marriage but through productive labour.

We do not condemn prostitution and fight against it as a special category but as an aspect of labour desegregation... The workers' collective condemns the prostitute not because she gives her body to many men but because, like the legal wife who stays at home, she does no useful work for the society.  

Kollontai asserted that it is impossible to successfully fight prostitution in a capitalist society, as such a society is predicated upon the material conditions which create prostitution. Where prostitution continues in a workers' state, it serves to destroy the egalitarian basis of the social fabric; it allows men to assume that since women's sexual capacity can be purchased, they must therefore have a lower morality and social value. Communism, however, requires solidarity and comradeship among all workers. In order to eliminate prostitution, then, the consciousness of the masses would have to be raised as to its effects, and all women would have to be drawn into the revolutionary struggle for true communism.

Despite her realization that the transformation of idea structures
is a lengthy process which does not automatically follow a transformation in the mode of production, Kollontai remained imbued in the marxist tradition of subsuming gender relations within class structure. She therefore could not perceive the benefits of an autonomous women's movement, dismissing those being developed in Britain and the United States as a bourgeois preoccupation. Kollontai instead assumed that the Women's Department of the state bureaucracy could work effectively on behalf of women in initiating women's programs and working to re-educate the masses. Given that the specific concerns which Kollontai addresses linger on within the Soviet state, history has proven her faith in her male comrades inordinate.87

To conclude our discussion, we have found that traditional marxism appears unable to conceptualize prostitution as more than a product of capitalism, which will be eliminated through the entrance of all women into the wage labour force and by a socialist revolution. Only Kollontai, who was able to make observations of a post-revolutionary society, understood that prostitution would not automatically disappear with the revolutionary process, but would take years of concerted effort to eliminate as a residual effect of capitalism. She too, however, attributed the development of prostitution solely to the depravity of the capitalist system. While these analyses have provided a starting point for socialist feminist research in articulating the class specific relations which contribute to the spread of prostitution, socialist feminists are now developing a less dogmatic formulation of the material and ideological bases of the activity.
Socialist Feminism

We have previously established that the purpose of socialist feminist research is to determine how structures of patriarchy and modes of production interrelate at given historical moments. This type of research necessitates an understanding that developments within the capitalist social formation may not lie in direct relation to capital itself, mediated though they may be by the institutional apparatuses of the social formation. Our first concern, therefore, is to establish the dimensions of the mediation of 'deviant' sexuality (as prostitution is defined) by the state, as a product of ideological and institutional practices within the current social formation. State intervention through the regulation of sexual practices entails the definition, maintenance and reproduction of a society's patriarchal organization in ensuring the subordination of women, expressions of which may not be of immediate benefit to capital.

The articulation of this process has only recently emerged in the context of socialist feminist research, necessitating a break from the traditional marxist approach which assumed that 'the logic of capital' itself preserved female subordination. Harrison and Mort have demonstrated this approach to entail an overly simplistic, functionalist account of social reproduction, in which a change in the mode of production caused changes in the family and in sexual practices, as assuredly as it caused transformations in the labour process. They point to evidence of patriarchal relations governing familial and sexual
practices which pre-date capitalism, but which continue to inform the construction of state legislation. We inherit specific ideologies and practices (for instance, religious ideologies) from earlier social formations which may act as determinants in social reproduction; even particular legislative practices may be as much a product of their own history prior to industrial capitalism, as by developments within capitalism itself. Socialist feminist research, therefore, attempts to differentiate between internal and relatively autonomous structures and practices which shape the construction of sexuality in capitalism.

Socialist feminists assert that the existence of prostitution as a particular expression of female subordination is a specifically patriarchal practice which pre-dates industrial capitalism, shaped though it may be in specific ways by the existing social formation, including the context in which it occurs and the methods by which the state regulates its practice. Since patriarchy's material basis is the sexual division of labour, rather than a division based upon class considerations, women are treated as male property, whether they be wives or prostitutes, regardless of whether or not men possess other forms of property. Patriarchy, as we have seen, gives men the right to use to their advantage the productive and reproductive labour power of women, and enforces a system by which standards of sexual behavior are imposed upon women which determine particular instances in which they are to withhold or grant sexual access. The ideology of male sexual needs, for example, determines that men have the right of access to women outside of the confines of the family, given that their sexual
drives are considered far greater than women's, and necessitating the maintenance of a class of women to service their needs. From the above, socialist feminists surmise that

the state can be seen to draw on, transform, and modify particular sets of patriarchal relations, through legislation governing the transmission of property, marriage, and sexuality, but it cannot be seen to create these relations.91

Further, they find that since the state does not constitute a monolithic body, but rather a differentiated and often contradictory set of arrangements and practices, it must respond not only to the competing interests of capitalists, but must mediate between the often contradictory tendencies within capitalism and patriarchy regarding the position of women.92 For example, capital may draw upon women as a source of inexpensive wage labour at the same time that patriarchal ideology maintains that women's place is in the home. From this tension, socialist feminist research find that new ideologies and practices emerge. We could infer from this that women's mass entry into the labour market in post-war Canada, which resulted in the cultural acceptance of the 'working mother', or 'superwoman', most assuredly influenced legislation governing the division of family property when marriages break down.

By rejecting a functionalist marxism, socialist feminists recognize the existence of historical struggle beyond class struggle, which may influence the implementation of particular legislation by the
state. For example, the nineteenth century feminist struggle for property rights for women, enfranchisement, and most important here, the repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts, are regarded as struggles against patriarchal relations which the state had institutionalized. These middle-class feminists recognized the role of the state in their oppression as it embodied patriarchal ideologies; they did not struggle on class or economic lines. From this formulation, their success in all three of these areas had less to do with the demands of capital than with their efforts as active historical agents.

As an historical footnote, however, Judith Walkowitz contends that while the liberal feminists who were active in the campaign against the Contagious Diseases Acts were to gain short-term success through the repeal of the Acts, their long-term goal of social purity was doomed to failure. While they recognized and challenged the construction of the double standard of sexual behavior, and to a lesser extent, the impoverished condition of women in a sex-biased culture, they did not recognize how patriarchal structuring of women's subordination was shaped in a historically specific way within capitalism. Capitalism served to reproduce patriarchal privilege and further its own interests through the use of women as a source of cheap labour. As part of their social reform efforts feminists had attempted to convince prostitutes to engage in acceptable forms of wage labour; however, the average working class woman's wage was barely adequate to meet minimum standards of survival. The gap between this wage and that of the prostitute was so substantial that Jeffrey Weeks posits that a prostitute could
earn in half an hour what other working women earned in a week.\footnote{96} As had been discussed in Chapter Two, socialist feminists assert that liberal feminists fail to question the legitimacy of capitalism in its ability to meet human needs, nor recognize the contradictory nature of an ideology of individual freedom and equality in a social formation predicated upon inequality and class hierarchy.

Socialist feminists assert from the above that prostitution is a historically specific practice most prevalent in male dominated societies. As an expression of sexual control, it is linked through male dominance in western culture to the practice of monogamy, which may be defined as "the system in which each wife has one husband only, to whom she is subordinate."\footnote{97} Socialist feminists may therefore assert that

The ideology of sexuality has a material basis, and its basis is, of course, the division of labour between women and men as organized through the monogamous "patriarchal" family.\footnote{98} As in the traditional marxist analysis, prostitution and monogamy are two sides of the same coin. However, some recent socialist feminist analyses posits that legislation regulating prostitution bears a more direct relation to structures of the family in capitalist patriarchy than it does to capital itself. They therefore examine particular discourses concerning sexuality, morality, the family and procreation as they are constructed in a particular period.\footnote{99} Harrison and Mort assert that changes in the ideologies of motherhood, childhood, and domesticity in the 19th Century directly affected state legislation of 'deviant' sexual activity. The ideology of motherhood determined that
sexual activity for women was acceptable only for its procreative function, rather than as an expression of sexual desire. Female virtue was considered necessary to ensure a stable domestic environment, and for the bourgeois family, provide proof of paternity for primogeniture in order that property pass only to its rightful heirs. However, the ideology of male sexual needs demanded that males have right of sexual access to women, whether within or external to the family. Legislation regarding the practice of prostitution reflected these contradictory ideologies; the prostitute's obvious absence of virtue resulted in punitive legal measures against her, while no attempt was actually made to suppress prostitution, in the interests of male privilege. State regulation, therefore, does not necessarily imply state suppression.

Judith Walkowitz has determined a further reason for the increase in the regulation of prostitution which occurred in 19th Century Britain (and which was duplicated in Canada and the United States). She draws on the work of Foucault, who has revealed that at this time there emerged a veritable explosion of discourses on sexuality, resulting in the specification of distinct sexual practices within official discourse articulating the differentiation of forms of sexual conduct. The 'science of sexuality' which was created through the differentiation of sexual practices identified sex as a public issue; rigidly differentiated male from female sexuality; focussed attention on extramarital sexuality as the primary source of dangerous sexual activity; and "incorporated" perversions in individuals who, like the homosexual, were now accorded an exclusive and distinct sexual identity.
As a product of this process numerous small scale disciplines emerged to
direct the investigation and treatment of individual sexual deviancy;
foremost among them, psychiatry and social work. While Foucault does
not, in his analysis, relate these events to the wider social forces of
patriarchy and capitalism, Walkowitz attempts to demonstrate
how they may be embedded with class and gender specific relations. The
'technology of power' which Foucault identifies as being created through
these events, she posits, "was established to oversee and manipulate the
social lives of the unrespectable poor", of whom prostitutes in
particular symbolized social and economic exploitation, thereby inducing
class guilt and fear. The Contagious Diseases Acts of 1864, 1866 and
1869 were a product of the increased state intervention into the lives
of the poor.

The C.D. Acts reflect (the) view of the social
underclass as degraded and powerless, yet potentially
threatening and disloyal ... Through the control of
sexuality, the acts reinforced existing patterns of
class and gender domination.

Through the creation of these acts, the state now concerned itself with
the regulation of extramarital sex, particularly among the working
class. Moreover, through these acts the working class was further
"identified as the primary source of disease and pollution".

Prostitutes, who were the primary target of these acts, were now
subjected to mandatory medical inspection upon arrest, which the
legislation had left to the discretion of the police officer. From the
identification of prostitutes as a particularly abhorrent source of
disease, and the increased police supervision that ensued, prostitutes
became identified as an "outcast class" of sexual deviants, thereby severing their relations with the rest of the working class.

A more contemporary British example is provided by Carol Smart in her critique of the Wolfenden Report of 1959. Medical and psychoanalytic discourses of the period had constructed a picture of the prostitute as the isolated sexual deviant, motivated by psychological aberrations of character; a position which neglected to consider external social and economic constraints imposed upon women as a gender. These were incorporated into the Wolfenden Report, which defined prostitutes as a "pariah group" upon the public. The report resulted in an increase of legislation on soliciting whereby women could be tried and convicted of prostitution based upon their past criminal history and the word of a police officer. No requirement was made for a proof of annoyance to the public. The new legislation therefore denied fundamental civil rights to the prostitute, implying that they were unworthy of such basic human considerations. The Street Offences Act, as this legislation was called, in conjunction with the Sexual Offences Act of 1956, which was "aimed particularly at the sexuality of young girls", had the consequence of a growing legal, as opposed to moral, concern over the sexuality of young women. The statutory definition of women as persons in need of special protection has engendered a particularly stringent surveillance over female sexual behavior than male.106

As Smart asserts, this, in effect, constitutes the legal legitimation of a particular moral view of prostitution, which then became further entrenched in the medical and psychoanalytic discourses of the period.
This moral-protective view had also revealed itself in the Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1885, which raised the age of consent to sixteen from thirteen years for working class girls as part of an effort to protect them from exposure to male lust. The legislation stemmed from public discussion inspired by sensationalist journalistic accounts of the 'white slave trade', through which innocent girls and women were purportedly kidnapped and sold into prostitution. The Act served to further specify acceptable standards of female sexual behavior and expand the control and authority of the state over sexual practices.107

Our discussion of socialist feminist theory in chapter two demonstrated that socialist feminists are not so much concerned with the origins of patriarchy as how it is maintained and expressed within a given mode of production. The subsequent elaboration of their analyses of prostitution as it occurs within the capitalist mode of production has entailed the implicit recognition that its practice is heavily imbued with class specific relations, as was introduced in our discussion of the works of Engels, Bebel and Kollontai. While patriarchy 'sets the stage' through the subordination of women, socialist feminists assert that the economic reality of the capitalist labour process forces poor women107 into prostitution; first, because those women who lack a male 'breadwinner' or whose spouse earns an inadequate 'family wage' must sell their labour power108 in order to subsist; and second due to discriminatory practices in the
capitalist labour market such as unequal pay structures and lack of access to economically rewarding jobs.\textsuperscript{109}

Socialist feminist research has found that entry into prostitution is usually considered a temporary means of 'getting by'. Since women comprise an under-valued and under-paid reserve army of labour which can be drawn in and out of the labour force according to the vagaries of the economy and the supply of male workers, prostitution is one means by which women may support themselves when more legitimate forms of labour are not available, or as a means of supplementing their income from other sources.\textsuperscript{110} For example, Walkowitz, in her study of prostitution in 19th Century Britain, and Rotenberg, in her analysis of the activity in turn-of-the-century Toronto, have documented the movement of women into prostitution from domestic service, which was one of the few forms of labour open to working class women of the period, and but one step above prostitution on the occupational scale. The desperation of these women was all the more acute, since they lost not only their income but their shelter when employment was no longer available.\textsuperscript{111} Walkowitz further found that prostitution also offered a means of escape for working class girls from over-crowded, disease-ridden homes. As she states:

There is perhaps no more telling commentary on the exploitive character of Victorian society than the fact that some women regarded prostitution as the best of a series of unattractive alternatives.\textsuperscript{112}

Socialist feminists have found that these types of patterns have not substantially altered since the Victorian period. Most recently,
Canada's economic recession has resulted in a significant influx of women into the occupation. Their discussion of this trend will be elaborated in the chapter to follow.

To summarize our discussion of the socialist feminist perspective on prostitution, we have found that:

- Prostitution is a specifically patriarchal practice which pre-dates the development of industrial capitalism, shaped though it may be in specific ways by the existing social formation, including the context in which it occurs and the methods by which the state regulates its practice.

- Social class plays an important role in determining who becomes a prostitute.

- Some recent socialist analyses posit that state regulation of prostitution in capitalist patriarchy bears a more direct relation to the structure of the family than to the control of the working class for the protection of ruling class property interests.

- Other analyses posit that the construction of state regulatory legislation of prostitution can be tied closely to the protection of ruling class property interests.

- The nineteenth century development of a 'science of sexuality' was embedded with class and gender specific relations, and resulted in the increase in 'forms of power' which further regulated, stigmatized and isolated prostitutes.

- Since capitalism and patriarchy are now mutually dependent processes,
gender struggle must inform class struggle in order to eliminate exploitation based on sex and class.

Having discussed the perspectives on prostitution elaborated by liberal, radical and socialist feminists, we may now assess the strengths and weaknesses which each theoretical basis entails.
Conclusion

In the introduction to this chapter I suggested that there are three dimensions of prostitution which are fundamental areas for investigation of the activity: the economic relations, political-legal relations, and expressions of sexuality in social relations, which construct prostitution as an institution in a society which is both capitalist and patriarchal. It is therefore pertinent to evaluate feminist theoretical perspectives to determine their ability to address these criteria.

We found that liberal feminists are concerned primarily with the political-legal dimensions of prostitution. They emphasize the manner of state intervention into prostitution as it occurs in a liberal democratic society, with the view that the form of this intervention constitutes a denial of basic civil rights to the prostitute. As such, liberal feminists focus on the effects and effectiveness of legislation in the regulation of prostitution. This focus is an important one at this particular historical conjuncture, as the Federal Government of Canada is soliciting information on prostitution with a view towards revising the Criminal Code of Canada respecting prostitution related offences. Liberal feminists therefore have the potential of effecting real improvements in the lives of prostitutes in a very immediate sense, should they succeed in their efforts to have prostitution decriminalized. However, we found in the conclusion to their critique a statement by Jennifer James, the most prolific of liberal feminist researchers of prostitution, which asserted that prostitutes are not so
much victims of prostitution as of prostitution-related laws. This remark is informed more by the liberal assertion of the primacy of individual freedom than it is of a feminist understanding of the causes of prostitution. As Eileen McLeod affirms, a feminist analysis should address the complex interplay of emotional, ideological, organisational and physical "controls and resistances" between genders; "The sinister way in which the law shapes the situation is a secondary feature of it." Moreover, the liberal feminist emphasis on the effects and effectiveness of state legislation is inadequate if it is not informed by an understanding of how legislation is constructed within a wider historical framework. Liberal feminist efforts are seriously undermined without a thorough-going critique of the state and its role in the maintenance and reproduction of capitalist and patriarchal relations, and therefore of institutionally structured forms of inequality. Such an analysis would reveal that the economic forces which precipitate entrance into prostitution are integral to capitalism - a system which is predicated upon inequality. Further, it would expose how thoroughly patriarchal practices are embedded in the state, which feminist pressure for social reform can only go so far in addressing. As liberal feminists have unreflectively adopted the political tradition of their countries, so have they denied themselves the possibility of developing a theoretical base of their own.

Finally, liberal feminists only superficially address the social construction of sexuality, which is not surprising given the extent of their theoretical lacunae. Their emphasis on factors precipitating
individual entrance into prostitution as a sexually deviant activity is informative; it is, however, susceptible to misappropriation by those who attempt to reduce 'deviant' behavior to aberrations in individual character, hence reinforcing the requisite for individual 'treatment' and 'punishment' through psychoanalysis and punitive legal measures, and thus the legitimation of powerful institutions.

The radical feminist analysis contributes most significantly to our understanding of prostitution through its emphasis on how expressions of patriarchy affect the psychic makeup of women and men, thereby reproducing structures of sexuality, sexual identity, and sexual relations. This process provides the underpinnings for the maintenance and reproduction of patriarchy in ideology, which is reinforced through sustaining a system of female economic disadvantage. Men are therefore assured of the provision of a class of women to degrade and sexually exploit. However, from this perspective, economic factors precipitating entrance into prostitution are reduced to a residual category, which precludes an analysis of how economic forces may also be a material basis of female subordination within the capitalist social formation. Moreover, it undermines their ability to conceptualize prostitution as a product of the historically specific ordering of sexual relations.

While radical feminists realize the entrenchment of patriarchal structures in state institutional arrangements, their definition of patriarchy and conceptualization of the state are both simplistic. The state in particular remains underanalyzed; it is perceived as a monoli-
thic formation, rather than as a series of institutional arrangements and practices which are not uniform. Radical feminists therefore cannot provide an analysis of the contradictions which exist within the state system of relevance to its treatment of prostitution, nor attempt an analysis of the other functions of the state in the maintenance of the social order. Finally, it does not address the state in its historical specificity, and provides no analysis of how the state responds to social events. Since radical feminists neglect these critical foci, and do not have even the marginal access to the power center which benefits liberal feminists, they therefore cannot construct a theory of the maintenance and reproduction of patriarchy in capitalism, nor grasp how prostitution is a product of these interrelated forces. How then are they to free our political prisoners?

Recent socialist feminist analysis of prostitution, though still in its formative stage, provides the greatest breadth of critique because it begins with the construction of the ideological and material forces which spawn the activity. We must first articulate the causes of prostitution and of the construction of legislation which regulates the activity, before we can adequately conceptualize the significance of the effects, and of ways in which we may deal with the problem. Socialist feminist research furthers our understanding of sexuality, sexual identity and sexual relations as not natural but historical creations, reflecting and reproducing specific social practices. It makes us aware that there is no single cause of women's subordination, but rather that
it is created and reproduced through a complex interplay of forces. Socialist feminist research, however, also makes us aware of how much more remains to be worked out in our theoretical endeavors.

This chapter has revealed three distinct feminist discourses on prostitution. While the feminists are tackling the same fundamental problem—prostitution—and begin from the same understanding that it is their task as feminists to expose and eliminate inequalities between genders, their work is informed by varying perceptions as to the cause of gender inequality, and prostitution as a product of that inequality, as well as of how to surmount these practices. As has been revealed in Chapter Two, the theoretical traditions which inform the feminist framework constitute particular ways of "seeing" the social world. Each begins, therefore, from a different "theoretical problematic", which will render visible only those objects or problems that occur within its horizons and upon its terrain. Only these objects and problems are significant for the theoretical discipline, and have a place within its overall structure. Other objects and problems are therefore insignificant; they fall into the interstices of the structure, they become invisible. The theoretical problematic, through its criteria of relevance or appropriateness, defines what is excluded from the field of visibility.114

We cannot attempt to integrate marxism and liberalism in order to fill in the holes that are revealed, since they are by their very constitution mutually exclusive theories. However, we can attempt to interplay some of the most salient features of radical feminism and
marxism, in the construction of a new discourse, as socialist feminists are attempting, to articulate the dimensions of prostitution in Canada today, and the role of the Canadian state vis-à-vis this activity. We do not lose track of liberal feminism, however; liberal feminists continue to play a major role in the forthcoming work, given their active intervention into the affairs of the state.
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How the former point is to be accomplished, to what end, is not elaborated within radical feminist theory. It appears that they advocate a future society which most closely resembles Marx's notion of pure communism, but given that they lack a theory of the state, beyond the assertion that it is patriarchal, radical feminist strategy extends little further than the next demonstration.
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'Sex love' is not simply sexual desire, but reciprocal love, which is intense, permanent and possessive. As Engels states:

Since sex love is by its very nature exclusive - although this exclusiveness is fully realized today only in the woman - then marriage based on sex love is by its very nature monogamy.

Sexual liberation therefore constitutes the attainment of social conditions where women and men may join in permanent union, necessitating the elimination of the economic basis of bourgeois marriage and of prostitution. In Engels' conception, the proletariat were already free to engage in individual sex love as they did not possess private property, and as both genders participated in the wage labour process: hence the economic basis for marriage was not relevant. This position is contested by socialist feminists in three respects. First, it identifies sex love as a natural relation, rather than recognizing how the dimensions of human sexuality are constructed in a historically specific way. Second, in doing so, it fails to question the
viability of monogamous marriage, which socialist feminists regard as a means of enforcing patriarchal control within the family, and which denies the possibility of human fulfillment through alternative living arrangements. Third, in denying the existence of patriarchy as a force which may operate independently of capitalism, Engels fails to acknowledge the oppressive relations which continue to operate within the proletarian family. See Engels, 1977, *op cit*, p.81.
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90. Socialist feminists do dispute the assertion of radical and liberal feminists that prostitution has existed throughout all of human history (as opposed to written history) and is a universal activity. Unfortunately, there have been few attempts in socialist feminist work to articulate the origins of prostitution or the structures of its existence in pre-capitalist economic formations. Mary McIntosh has, however, posited that what may be regarded as evidence of the universality of prostitution may in fact be expressions of distinct cultural practices; for example, expressions of religious ritual or
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And Thomas Aquinas:

prostitution in the world is like the filth in the sea or the sewer in a palace. Take away the sewer and you will fill the palace with pollution; and likewise with the filth. Take away prostitutes from the world and you will fill it with sodomy ... wherefore Augustine says ... that the earthly city has made the use of harlots a lawful immorality.

quoted in Mary Daly, Beyond God the Father (Boston: Beacon, 1973), p.61. Bourgeois Victorian women, however, regarded prostitution as a threat to the stability of the family. Prostitutes were thought to have a means of preventing pregnancy, and contraception was considered immoral. Sexual intercourse without the risk of conception, therefore, was an attack on the very foundations of the family.


Harrison and Mort assert from this that it is an oversimplification to state that sexual 'deviances' like prostitution are repressed by.
the state. Rather, the law, as medicine and literature, is a practice through which particular sexualities are constructed. See Harrison and Mort, 1980, op cit.


103. Foucault directs us to examine the specificity of "forms of power" in the creation of discourses on sexuality, which entails a 'micro' focus upon the social world. While this is useful for socialist feminist research on sexuality and sexual behavior, his vantage point comes up short in addressing the context of sexual relations as a product of the sexual division of labour. Throughout The History of Sexuality Foucault ignores the social differentiation between acceptable forms of female and male sexual behavior, as well as the fact that public discourses on sex have until recent years been conducted by men, from the male point of view. These imply a disparity in forms of power affecting sexual behavior. His lack of attention is at first puzzling, given that Foucault's work has appeared in a period when feminists are actively and vocally elaborating a theory of patriarchy as a socially and historically specific form of power. Harrison and Mort, however, have revealed that in providing a model to examine the specificity of the regulation of sexuality, Foucault fails to delineate the wider historical circumstances which shape this regulation and affect the organization of particular sexualities, or the form and cause of power itself. While Foucault asserts that sexual determinants cannot be reduced to the imperatives of capitalism, he does not attempt to examine other forms of economic, legal, and ideological practices, the "wider set of relations" which affect the structure of sexual and moral practices. 'Patriarchy', whatever its dimensions may be, is made invisible within the context of Foucault's work; socialist feminists must therefore move beyond him in their research. As Ross and Ropp state:

In sexuality, as in culture, as we peel off each layer (economics, politics, families, etc.), we may think that we are approaching the kernel, but we discover that the whole is the only "essence" there is. Sexual cannot be abstracted from its surrounding social layers.
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Chapter Four: The Canadian Dilemma

Introduction

This chapter will contextualize the economic, sexual, and political-legal relations of prostitution as they are occurring in Canada in this conjuncture, as well as their relevance to the wider set of social forces in evidence. We will begin by approaching the issues that are being raised about prostitution in particular, which involves a debate between those groupings demanding further criminalization of the activity (citizens groups, city mayors, police, etc.) and those who advocate decriminalization (primarily liberal feminists). This entails addressing the role of the Canadian state in regulating the practice of prostitution. We will determine what this debate signifies about the ideological terrain of Canadian society, as it is constructed through both the current economic climate and the politics of sexual relations. Sexuality is a particularly important area for study as it draws into focus questions about women's status in society, the character of state intervention into the affairs of its citizens, the limits of liberalism, and the decline of permissiveness. These issues indicate a general change in Canada's political climate, as the forces of conservativism strengthen and concomitantly challenge the floundering ideology of liberalism. Finally, we will assess the liberal, radical, and socialist feminist theories' contribution to an understanding of the prostitution issue in particular and the status of women generally in view of our preceding discussion.
Defining the Canadian Dilemma

We established in Chapter One that Canada's prostitution related laws are considered problematic by some groupings in Canadian society, but interpretations differ as to how prostitution should be dealt with through the legislative process.¹ Those most affected by the incidence of prostitution are the members of neighbourhood associations in areas where street solicitation occurs, city mayors representing the interests of affected citizens and businesspeople, and the police, who feel that their hands are tied in effectively dealing with the 'problem'. Prostitutes' organizations and feminist groups defend the interests of the prostitutes working on city streets, whom they assert are not criminals, and should not be prosecuted as such.

The Concerned Residents of the West End (CROWE) in Vancouver is the most vocal of neighbourhood associations. They claim that this ten block area, comprised mainly of apartment buildings, has lost fourteen million dollars, or $14,800.00 per suite, in property value since street prostitutes began to frequent the area.² Mayor Harcourt of Vancouver asserts that the City's West End is disintegrating more rapidly than any other area in Canada as a result of prostitution, and a local businessperson that the area is considered virtually "synonymous with prostitution". States Mayor Harcourt:

Street prostitution is more than a nuisance. It brings in the scum bums and low rollers and the creeps that start to destroy the morale of a community and the qualities that we should take for granted - the right to be able to walk our streets in peace and safety.³
CROWE suggests that 50-150 prostitutes frequent the west end on a regular basis, depending upon the time of day and the weather conditions. For these people the incidence of street solicitation is problematic not simply with respect to the visibility of the prostitute, but because of the aforementioned decrease in property values, an increase in traffic problems, harassment of residents by prostitutes, customers and onlookers, trespassing, a negative impact on young people living in the area, disorderly conduct, a perception of a decrease of police control in affected neighbourhoods, an increase in crime and violence, and negative repercussions for local businesses, as they claim that sex shops, strip clubs and related unsalubrious businesses are moving into the area. As a result, residents claim that they are, in effect, being "held hostage" by prostitutes and their clients.

Witnesses before the House of Commons Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs testified that because of these conditions some residents were becoming violent toward street prostitutes, and vigilante action would have occurred had CROWE not been established. They further assert that they are not dealing with prostitution as a moral issue - they consider the people of the west end to be "open-minded" - but as a safety issue; the streets were now dangerous due to the type of people who had been attracted to the area by prostitution.

Montreal, Toronto and Halifax are confronting similar problems as prostitutes move beyond their traditional areas of business and into residential neighbourhoods. Only in Calgary has street solicitation actually decreased over the past several years, the problem having been
far more acute during the city's boom years, and although it is still considered a significant public nuisance. However, as a result of the Hutt decision (1978) and the Westendorp decision (1982), discussed in Chapter One, police are unable to deal effectively with street prostitution; their 'power of arrest' has been limited by these recent interpretations of the law. The Canadian Association of Police Chiefs therefore recommended to the Standing Committee that Section 195.1 of the Criminal Code be clarified so that solicitation no longer need be considered 'pressing and persistent' to constitute an offence; that solicitation be applicable to both women and men, and that a motor vehicle be considered a public place, thus restoring the power of arrest. This position was supported by the Metropolitan Toronto Association of Police Chiefs, the Mayors of Vancouver, Calgary, Niagara Falls, Regina, Victoria, Halifax and Edmonton, and the Progressive Conservative Party of Canada during the Standing Committee proceedings.

The positions addressing legal reform are polarized, however, with the opposing camp, predominantly comprised of liberal feminists, advocating the decriminalization of prostitution through the repeal of Section 195.1 and amendments to Section 193 respecting the operation of bawdy houses so that prostitutes can work at home, while strengthening the power of the law respecting procuring. This position was endorsed by the National Action Committee on the Status of Women, the National Association of Women and the Law, the Elizabeth Fry Society, the Vancouver Coalition for a Non-Sexist Criminal Code, the Status of Women
Action Group (B.C.), the British Columbia Civil Liberties Association, the Women's Caucus of the British Columbia Law Union, the B.C. N.D.P. Women's Rights Committee, and Ottawa Mayor Marion Dewar. As a representative of the Elizabeth Fry Society stated:

We always fall back on more police powers, more jails, more punitive powers, and all you get is more jails, more people with criminal records.

Street solicitation for these groups constitutes a "problem of public order" rather than a criminal offence. As such, problems of public order created by street solicitation could effectively be dealt with through other sections of the Criminal Code; S.171 - Causing a Disturbance, Indecent Exhibition, Loitering, etc., S.169 - Indecent Acts, S.305 - Extortion, and S.381 - Intimidation, as well as through the use of municipal bylaws regulating residential tenancy, motor vehicles, and zoning. Juvenile prostitution, they propose, may be dealt with through social service agencies and S.166 - Procuring Defilement. An increase in public funds would necessarily be directed to social service and education programs to address juvenile prostitution.

The Osgoode Women's Caucus recommends adding a further new offence to the Code addressing 'public sexual harassment,' which they consider the real offence of street solicitation, whether the harassment is caused by the prostitute or prospective client, and which would address other forms of sexual harrassment of women in public places.

As the Vancouver Coalition for a Non-Sexist Criminal Code states, most prostitutes conduct their business in an orderly manner, without pressuring prospective clients, disturbing the peace, and so on. They
also find that prostitution is not regarded as a problem in all parts of the nation, but rather is a geographically specific occurrence, affecting only certain cities and neighbourhoods within these cities. It is questionable therefore whether a federal law is necessary to control a localized activity. Finally, an activity cannot be considered 'properly criminal' by the courts unless it causes harm to others, which they assert prostitution rarely does.\textsuperscript{15} Where solicitation constitutes a nuisance, for example, by being pressing and persistent, it can be dealt with through the aforementioned statutes of the Criminal Code and municipal bylaws. Public nuisance in any case, they find, is mainly caused by customers and onlookers, rather than the prostitutes themselves.\textsuperscript{16} As the National Association of Women and the Law (NAWL) policy on prostitution states, the criminalization of soliciting reflects a moral and discriminatory bias in the law which should be rectified.\textsuperscript{17} While organizations supporting decriminalization recognize that citizens have some legitimate complaints regarding street solicitation, they assert that the activity would decrease if bawdy-house legislation was amended so that prostitutes could work at home, or in small groups in residences established for their businesses, while legislation against procuring was strengthened in order to prevent the operation of these businesses by predatory third parties.

In response to these pressures for amendments to the Criminal Code, in 1982 the federal government referred the issue to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs for public discussion. The Committee delivered its report in May, 1982, in which
it recommended that:

- Section 195.1 be amended to specify that both the prostitute and the client be liable for prosecution for soliciting.
- The definition of a public place be broadened to include motor vehicles and private places on public view.
- A new offence be created making it an offence to offer or accept an offer to engage in prostitution in a public place, thereby removing the requirement for proof of 'pressing and persistent' conduct.
- A new offence be created making it criminal to engage in prostitution with a person under eighteen, whether or not the prostitute is known to be under eighteen.18
- Once these recommendations are passed into law, their operation would be reviewed within three years, necessitating the monitoring of their operation from the date of their proclamation.19

These particularly stringent recommendations favouring greater criminalization of prostitution were apparently not the attempt at reaching a compromise solution that Justice Minister Mark MacGuigan had hoped. Nor, however, were his subsequent efforts more successful: a 'watered-down' version of the committee's recommendations was produced by MacGuigan in a proposed Act to amend the Criminal Code, through which only two of these recommendations would be brought into effect. Those who obtained the services of a prostitute would now be liable for prosecution, and a motor vehicle would be considered a public place; two measures which would, however, be rendered ineffective by his decision not to alter the requirement of 'pressing and persistent' solicitation.
MacGuigan's compromise solution was considered unsatisfactory from both sides of the debate. The Tory justice critic referred to it as a "green light for hookers", while clearly it was neither the removal of criminal sanctions that decriminalization advocates had hoped. In the ensuing furor, in June 1983, the Justice Minister decided to table the Bill and announced the appointment of the Special Committee on Pornography and Prostitution, which as part of its mandate was to further attempt a basis of consensus on street solicitation, as well as address the wider problem of prostitution itself. Our concern here is not to address the specifics of the Fraser Committee's mandate, nor to make recommendations to the committee, but to examine the social and political context in which prostitution has come to be perceived as a growing problem in Canada. It should be clear by this point that the socialist perspective provides the most informative conjunctural analysis.

It is apparent that Canada, like other advanced industrial nations in the western hemisphere, is now being affected by a 'general crisis of capitalism'. The Keynesian approach to economic policy is failing, due to the emergence of a new phenomenon - stagflation - in which massive government spending fails to curb the ever rising rate of inflation. Unemployment has risen to a level unknown since the 1930's, interest rates keep climbing, and the federal deficit has mushroomed. The Canadian public now justifiably questions the ability of the liberal democratic government to manage the affairs of the economy and thereby
re-establish social and economic stability.

Ian Taylor asserts that within this climate, violent crimes and burglary have increased and been extensively publicized by the media, resulting in a widespread "fear of crime" among the public. Moreover, racial tension is on the increase through the scapegoating of immigrants and minority groups, who provide a vulnerable population upon which to place the blame for social malaise. Women too serve readily as scapegoats for the economic crisis. As Humphries finds:

the pressures emanating from a capitalist society in crisis exacerbate sex-linked relations of dominance and subordination, strengthen traditional ideas, and weaken women's drive for liberation.

These trends are evident both subtly, through a reassertion of the joys of motherhood and traditional notions of femininity in the media, and through overt hostility towards working women as attempts are made to move women out of the labour force and limit them to their traditional roles in the family, in order to decrease the supply of labour.

Given these conditions, the heightened intolerance towards street prostitutes can be posited to take on additional dimensions. First, for residents in areas where street prostitution is a common practice, the "fear of crime" may be exacerbated by the visible presence of the activity as a criminal undertaking, whether or not prostitution actually attracts other forms of criminal pursuit to the area. This statement is borne out by CROWE's submission to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, which included an article entitled "Broken Windows". The article claimed that inadequate police control of a neighbourhood heightened anxieties among residents as it
lended itself to the perception that the area was 'fair game' for
criminal activity in addition to attracting a wide variety of other
undesirable persons, from panhandlers and drunks to the mentally distur-
bed. This state of affairs ultimately led to the disintegration of the
neighbourhood and the morale of its residents, as an earlier claim
made by Vancouver's Mayor Harcourt contended. In view of CROWE's
position, prostitutes may be scapegoated as the cause of other forms of
criminal activity, despite the fact the crime rate is also growing in
neighbourhoods where street solicitation is decidedly absent.

Second, we may speculate that the growing number of prostitutes
appearing on the streets of a city provides a constant unwanted reminder
of the severity of the economic recession. In British Columbia, for
example, one out of five people are now living on welfare or
unemployment insurance, a figure which does not include many of
the 'hidden unemployed' - those who have given up the job search and
those who for some reason do not qualify for unemployment insurance or
welfare benefits. As the Alliance for the Safety of Prostitutes,
located in Vancouver, finds:

> We find more and more women out there, some who
> haven't been on the streets for years, turning to
> prostitution out of economic necessity. Women who
> were earning a wage but lost their job, have run out
> of UI benefits and now are on welfare ... One woman
> who receives $420 monthly has to pay $380 in rent ...
> so she supplements her income by prostitution.

They also estimate that women of colour (native, black and Asian women)
comprise 50% of the population of street prostitutes in Vancouver, a
percentage far greater than their proportion in the overall Canadian
population. It requires no explaining that these women are subjected to the double yoke of race and sex discrimination in the labour market, and may therefore regard prostitution as the most viable, if not the only, option available to them.\textsuperscript{28}

Third, in view of both the increased "fear of crime" and the indication that an economic crisis results in the reaffirmation of traditional values and behavior which are known and predictable, we can expect that prostitution will become less tolerated as both an affront to conservative values and through its association with sexual crimes against women. As one West End resident wrote in a letter to the Vancouver Sun:

\begin{quote}
We long ago lost the right to walk our streets after 7 p.m. We are harassed daily by cruising johns, who mistake all pedestrians for prostitutes, and by the prostitutes, who feel we have no right to be here .... A child is raped on her way home from school ... We must walk blocks out of our way to avoid confrontation ... We are victims, and our neighbourhood is being destroyed.\textsuperscript{29}
\end{quote}

These are undeniably very real and critical concerns for West End residents, as Kinesis staffwriters assert. However, in their reply to this reasoning, they state that,

\begin{quote}
What is disturbing in the arguments used to promote greater legal penalties on the street prostitute .... is simply that they serve only to scapegoat the female streetwalker for a host of ills for which she is not responsible. West End residents working primarily to make prostitution invisible, seem to believe that in doing so, this invisibility will extend to the erradication of sexual harassment, rape, child abuse, and general noise and nuisance problems ... It is obvious that criminal sations placed on the individual prostitute will not even begin to alleviate the critical lack of safety for women and children in
our neighbourhoods, let alone address the issue of prostitution itself... For West End residents and other citizens feeling the very real effect of urban disintegration in the midst of an economic crisis, the prostitute is a convenient target.30

This response is less than satisfactory, of course, as it manages to skirt the inescapable conclusion that some of these acts are undoubtedly perpetuated by persons attracted to the neighbourhood to obtain the services of a prostitute. However, it does help to contextualize their relation to the pervasive problem of the economic exploitation of women, as well as public sexual harassment and abuse of women, which is by no means limited to the areas frequented by prostitutes.

These latter points are critical to our discussion, as they highlight the twofold character of the 'crisis' of Canadian society. While the supply of prostitutes is a product of the effects of the economic crisis upon women, both the increasing demand for prostitutes and the general abuse of women are indicative of a general crisis in sexual relations. The emergence of feminism has been frequently blamed for this occurrence - for invoking a communication breakdown between genders, male impotency, male violence towards women both within and external to the family, and general marital discord - by challenging established patterns of gender relations. However, it is difficult to measure how much the feminist challenge may have increased the incidence of these concerns, and how much it merely helped to make them visible, along with psychiatry and social work. Moreover, this argument is extremely reductionist, as it ignores the precise character of the historical context in which this crisis emerged, and in which feminism
itself re-emerged as a mass political movement. Socialist feminist analysis has revealed that we must define the manner in which the forces of patriarchy and capitalism interrelate in an historical conjuncture to determine the outer boundaries of our experience and produce these outcomes. An analysis of the crisis in sex relations must therefore account not simply for the emergence of feminism, but for the role of a capitalist patriarchal society in the commoditization (and thus devaluation) of female sexuality, as well as the rise (and now decline) of liberalism as an ideology which challenged taboos against sexual expression in a culture where women were not free. This work will take up an analysis of the character of sexual relations at this conjuncture. First, however, we will make some final observations about the substance of the prostitution issue in Canada.

We can propose from this discussion that the move for greater criminalization of prostitution is consistent with a pattern which is occurring in Canadian society as a whole. This pattern is characterized by the growth of conservatism as the economic crisis deepens, an increasing fear of crime against person and property, and a crisis in sexual relations. Moreover, we can establish that if even one of the above arguments is correct, then criminalization advocates are expressing not only a concern for the conditions of their communities, but a victimological attitude towards prostitutes as well. A general feminist stance is that greater criminalization of prostitution is tantamount to 'blaming the victim' of a society which promotes the sexual and economic exploitation of women by further entrenching this
attitude into law. There is a notable absence of concern among advocates of the position as to who the prostitutes are and how they came to be on the streets. The fundamental inconsistency in the logic of organizations like CROWE is that while they advocate an improvement in the general quality of life, they ignore the bases of social inequality which prevents this goal from being realized.

This inconsistency is not apparent to these organizations, however, because they regard prostitution as a threat to the quality of life, rather than a reflection of it. Therefore, making prostitution invisible is regarded as an adequate solution to the problem of street solicitation. Radical and socialist feminists realize that such a measure merely results in a more effective reproduction of patriarchy, since all of the problems associated with prostitution are perpetuated, but their reproduction remains obscured. Moreover, since street solicitation is understood by these organizations to be a problem which was created through legislative decisions, its removal is regarded as requiring a legislative solution. While interpretations of prostitution legislation have indeed become more specific, thereby providing prostitutes greater freedom of activity without coming into conflict with the law, this explanation remains insufficient in two respects. First, it neglects a consideration of specific events which (in addition to the contraction of the female labour market) drove prostitutes onto the streets in order to conduct their business. Second, it does not recognize that street solicitation only came to be perceived as a problem in some instances when it occurred in areas whose class
character afforded local residents the privilege of public protest, media attention, and government response.

John Lowman documents the fact that, prior to 1975, Vancouver was home to two "notorious" cabaret clubs, each of which was frequented by from 50 to 100 prostitutes per night. In 1975 one of these cabaret clubs was destroyed by fire, while the second was closed by police in an attempt at the suppression and control of criminal activity. This event resulted in the displacement of prostitutes onto the streets and an increase in public solicitation, "the very activity the law is designed to control". As a result of a policing decision, therefore, geographical shift in the activity occurred, both into previously established areas of street solicitation, and more problematically, resulted in the creation of two new locations in the West End of the city. Residents and business groups of these middle-class residential areas quickly responded to this influx by pressuring police and City Council for a 'clean-up', a public outcry which Lowman asserts had not occurred when street solicitation had been confined to the "less salubrious" areas of the downtown core. Prostitution, then, was not a new problem to Vancouver, but only new to certain areas whose class character afforded its residents some political clout. Moreover, this event occurred prior to the changes in interpretation of legislation (which did not begin until 1978), revealing that the influx was neither caused by these legislative decisions, nor deterred by the more restrictive sanctions of the time.

Evidence of this pattern of displacement can also be found in
Toronto and Calgary. The 1977 homosexual molestation and murder of Toronto shoeshine boy Emmanuel Jacques, whose body was found on the roof of a Yonge Street massage parlour, resulted in a massive public outcry demanding a clean-up of the 'Yonge Street strip'. This event legitimated the subsequent 'moral crusade' which Toronto police embarked upon, resulting in raids and closures of massage parlours and bath houses frequented by homosexuals, and affecting higher density policing in the downtown section of Yonge Street. As had occurred in Vancouver in 1975, prostitutes moved their trade into middle-class residential areas surrounding Yonge Street, regardless of the restrictive interpretations of legislation which were as yet being enforced.

Finally, in 1978 the City of Calgary strengthened bylaws regulating the operation of massage parlours and escort services in an attempt to curb the operation and proliferation of these kinds of businesses, which generally served as fronts for prostitution. The previous year four Calgary massage parlours employing from 25 to 40 women at a given time had been raided and closed. Again a pattern of displacement was affected, this time not predominantly onto Calgary's city streets, nor into the city's residential neighbourhoods, but through a dispersion of these women into other major Canadian cities.

The move of prostitutes onto the streets of Vancouver, Toronto and Calgary is therefore a "derivative problem". Court decisions respecting the interpretation of legislation was of secondary importance in producing the influx of prostitutes onto the streets; these eventual
decisions merely meant that attempts to curb the derivative problem of street solicitation were rendered ineffective. Like Lowman's study of Vancouver, the developments in Toronto and Calgary provide further indication that increased criminalization of prostitution is an inadequate means of dealing with the activity.

The research presented here identifies specific features of the pro-criminalization argument which are inaccurate (the law is responsible for the prostitution problem; further criminalization would alleviate the problem), and which constitute the use of patriarchal authority (making prostitution invisible reproduces patriarchal authority) and class authority (prostitution only becomes a problem when it occurs in their neighbourhoods). From a social democratic position, these factors do much to de-legitimize the pro-criminalization stance, as they demonstrate that the 'rights' afforded by a liberal democratic state are relative categories, afforded by sex and class privilege.

While liberal feminists challenge the assignation of the relative rights and freedoms of prostitutes vis à vis other citizens through their decriminalization program, they do not realize how thoroughly inequality is embedded in liberalism itself, as the ideology of a social structure which is predicated upon inequality. Their decriminalization program bears this assertion out. To reiterate the liberal feminist program, the offence of street solicitation would be removed from the criminal code, and its attendant problems, like noise and nuisance, dealt with through municipal bylaws. Amendments to bawdy-house legislation would be required so that prostitutes could operate from their
own homes and in small groups. In combination with strengthened legislation against procuring, this measure should circumscribe the control of prostitution for commercial exploitation by third parties. Therefore, while prostitution would not be driven underground, more favourable options would be made available to prostitutes than the unstable and often dangerous practice of street solicitation. While this program is on the surface a progressive one, since it combines the decriminalization of street solicitation with more 'permissive' bawdy-house legislation, it reproduces a central feature of the pro-criminalization position. The liberal feminist position provides a formula through which prostitution can be shifted around through legislative measures, to ensure greater invisibility of prostitution. In doing so, it too provides a formula for the more effective reproduction of patriarchy, and moreover, tacitly accepts the preservation of the liberal-utilitarian distinction between acceptable forms of private and public sexual behavior.

A reduction in the incidence of street solicitation cannot in itself be reasonably regarded as a bad thing from a feminist perspective, since the activity visibly promotes female sexual objectification. Such measures, however, create an insidious allegiance to the conservative elements of society, who would prefer the evidence of it's own power obscured, while both displays of sexuality and women themselves were confined to the private realm.

A further shortcoming of the liberal feminist position is that it does not recognize how legislative reforms which on the surface appear
to be more permissive actually disguise more punitive and repressive means of formal control. In this instance, the decriminalization of street solicitation through the repeal of S.195.1 would remove the offence from federal jurisdiction, leaving municipalities (operating under provincial jurisdiction) free to enact bylaws which expand the range of formal control of prostitution, since these bylaws would no longer contravene the division of legislative authority between the federal government and the provinces. While violating a bylaw is certainly a less severe matter than committing a criminal offence, the manner in which criminal legislation of prostitution is presently interpreted has at least limited its punitive powers. As such, the liberal feminist position does not adequately address the complexity of state institutional arrangements, which allows for a shifting of forms of control, nor recognize that such a shift (as with the physical shifting of prostitutes themselves), can be the only outcome in a system predicated on inequality. A feminist program for social reform must attempt to account for the potential abuses of its progressive intentions. It is unlikely that liberal feminism can fully accomplish this task, in light of its unreflective adoption of liberalism. This is a particularly critical concern in the present conjuncture, for as we have found, the movement for greater criminalization of prostitution is part of a growing concern not only for the clean-up of one's own neighbourhood, but indicative of a general change in the political climate of Canadian society as a substantial number of Canadians come to favour retrenchment over 'permissiveness'.
Sexual Relations and Social Control

This change in the Canadian political climate is characterized by the rise of conservativism which, in its least restrained form, includes the uneven yet perceptible growth of the 'New Right'. The primary concerns of New Right activity are the reassertion of the superiority of a free-enterprise system which is unhampered by state intervention, cutbacks in social service, health and education spending, increased military expenditures, and a return to traditional social values. The establishment of a moral cohesion in society is considered critical for social stability. It entails the exodus of women from the workforce and back into the home, the repression of birth control and abolition of abortion, and greater state regulation of 'deviant' sexual activity. Any form of sexual behavior which is not heterosexual, monogamous, and sanctified 'in the eyes of god' is posed as an attack on the family itself. Prostitution in particular is regarded as a threat to the family, since it allows men the benefits of marital intimacy, without taking on the responsibilities which the attainment of such pleasures entail. The achievement of pleasure as an end in itself, and the public display of sexuality, are taken by the New Right as evidence that permissiveness is rampant in modern society, and will ultimately lead to social disintegration if not suppressed.

While the New Right professes to uphold democratic principles, the reality of its demands reflects a politics of repression, where 'freedom' is reduced to the relations of the capitalist market place. Therefore, while it shares with liberalism the belief in natural
hierarchy, individual achievement, and the right to private property, their visions of the ideal social order differ substantially. Conflict is particularly evident between the New Right and progressive liberals' treatment of sexual behavior, where the latter regards sexual pleasure as a desirable goal in its own right, and a matter of private, not public, moral concern. Progressive liberals advocate societal tolerance of sexual behavior which causes no harm, and denies that it constitutes a threat to the family system or the capitalist work ethic.

Socialist research presents a challenge to both the New Right and liberal positions on sexual behavior. That which the right has defined as sexual permissiveness, and liberalism as human sexual liberation, the left regards as evidence of the sexual repression inherent in a society which thrives on the subordination of its populace. The appearance of permissiveness merely serves to disguise the relations of social control. Public displays of sexuality and the concomitant eroticization of the environment are, from a socialist perspective, the products of the commodification of sexuality by the forces of the marketplace, which increasingly governs our sexual behaviour. By offering up an abundance of choices, the illusion of individual freedom is maintained, while alienation from meaningful interaction between people is increased.

Christopher Lasch asserts that this is possible because the "common man" has been stymied by the social conditions of modern capitalism, in which control is exercised by rigid and distant corporate
and government bureaucracies, leaving little possibility for individual freedom. According to Lasch, we live in "an age of diminishing expectations" characterized by a distrust of those in power and of little hope for the future.\(^42\) This milieu fosters a culture of "competitive individualism", resulting in "personalities of narcissistic preoccupation with the self". The narcissistic personality is acquisitive, competitive, continually seeking approval, has permissive sexual attitudes, and "demands immediate gratification and lives in a state of restless, perpetually unsatisfied desire".\(^43\) Therefore, the narcissistic personality seeks liberation through the very practices which create her/his alienation.

Strategies of narcissistic survival now present themselves as emancipation from the repressive conditions of the past, thus giving rise to a "cultural revolution" that reproduces the worst features of the collapsing civilization it claims to criticize.\(^44\)

From this analysis, we may posit that the sex industry which is burgeoning all around us through the proliferation of pornographic material and a wide variety of prostitution related services is the product of the repression that the New Right seeks to increase. Moreover, it reveals the short-sightedness of liberalism in describing this as a period of sexual liberation. Prostitution in particular provides immediate gratification, requiring neither human interaction nor personal commitment. Socialist feminist research reveals the repercussions of this cultural bondage for women, who are both narcissistic consumers and the objects of consumption.
While patriarchal practices initiated the objectification of female sexuality, the market forces of industrial capitalism were able to use this to their advantage through the promotion of female sexual commoditization. As a result of the appropriation of sexuality by the marketplace,

Women do literally sell their bodies - if not as prostitutes, then to the publicity industries, modelling and so on - much as men and women sell their labour power. As a worker finds himself alienated in his own product, so ... a woman finds herself alienated in her own commercialized body.45

The politics of repression of the New Right, and indeed conservative thinking in general, therefore poses a double threat to women according to socialist feminist analyses, through the reassertion of a social order which is both capitalist and patriarchal for the maintenance of class and gender control. While the right's ideal society would impose strict regulation upon commercialized sex related activity, and more punitive measures upon those who breach the rules, it would of course reinforce rather than address the relations which create prostitution. As Ehrenreich asserts, the nuclear family supported by a single male wage earner no longer exists as the predominant family order. The 'family wage' system has collapsed, and the maintenance of a family now requires the resources of a two pay cheque marriage.46

For some of these families, the second income represents the difference between a modest and a consumeristic lifestyle, while for others it is critical for subsistence. Of two-spouse families in Canada, 51% would
fall below the poverty line if the wife stopped working outside of the home. Moreover, it denies the existence of women who live without support of a male breadwinner, an increasing number of them as single parents. These women are part of a growing trend which Diana Pierce has termed "the feminization of poverty." three-quarters of women in the Canadian workforce (whether single or married) earn less than $12,000 per annum. For single mothers, this means a tenuous, subsistence standard of living, since 75% of men default on their child support payments, thus leaving them the sole support of their children. These conditions are being further exacerbated by an economy in recession - by the falling value of the Canadian dollar, wage restraints, and massive layoffs - and by the technological takeover of women's traditional means of employment. "Prostitution and other forms of employment in the 'sex industry' are therefore increasingly becoming considered the best, if not the only, alternative available by many women.

Further, the fact that the supply of clients greatly outnumbers prostitutes, and that this has been the case long before the breakdown of the traditional family, indicates still another inadequacy of this family system: that it is insufficient in meeting human needs. Both socialist and radical feminists maintain that a return to this family (of which there can be none, given economic forecasts for the rest of the decade) would therefore greatly decrease rather than increase human fulfillment. The continued existence of prostitution is a blatant challenge to familism - the spread of pro-family ideas - as
the solution to societal crisis.

Clearly, conservative ideology, and the New Right in particular, represent a massive threat to all feminists. For socialist feminists, it is the reassertion of two systems of power which have become intertwined as a complex web of female subordination. For liberal feminists, it poses a threat primarily to women's status in the labour market by attempting to negate the right of women to work outside of the home in occupations of their choice and with a wage on parity to men's. The sexual repression that the right would impose upon women is the critical concern from the radical feminist vantage point. Radical feminists believe that women will only attain a state of liberation if they develop their sexual potential, since patriarchy controls women through suppressing sexuality and denying reproductive freedom. Radical feminists assert that we live in a culture which glorifies and promotes male sexual expression (contrary to the socialist argument, in which both men and women are sexually repressed) and objectifies female sexuality as a product for male consumption. They posit, however, that women's growing awareness and assertion of a sexual self is now setting the conditions for women's liberation.

The New Right is not yet a dominant force in Canada as a whole, and perhaps will never attain the prominence which it has in Britain and the United States. For example, the Progressive Conservative Party certainly appears to have modified its right wing stance since its leadership campaign in 1983, when there were strong indications of a
right influence taking hold. (We must be cautious here, however, because they have not yet revealed a coherent ideological position through stating their intended social and economic policies.) Rather than a dominant political force, we see evidence of New Right thinking in single-issue campaigns like the pro-censorship and anti-prostitution movements, and in some single economic and social policy measures adopted by the federal government, like the recent decision to ban hate literature. It retains an uneven foothold among the provinces, being most influential in Conservative governments. New Right thinking has achieved greatest prominence in British Columbia, where the Bennett government is enforcing massive layoffs in the public sector and extensive cutbacks in social service, health and education spending. Whether or not this party still retains the popular support that it did on election day as a result of these measures, there remains a conservative moral sentiment among residents of the province. The province's severe economic crisis, exacerbated by the crisis in sex relations, has resulted in an attachment to established family forms as a means of providing stability in the face of an uncertain future. It should be no surprise, then, that the strongest movement for greater criminalization of prostitution is occurring in British Columbia.

The liberal feminist battle for decriminalization is therefore representative of the larger struggle that feminists must wage in the face of growing conservativism. The state has been identified as the main site of struggle for social and economic reform by liberal feminists and their opposition. We will, therefore, briefly examine the
role of the state in this process, through an analysis of its general structure, the means by which it maintains its own legitimacy, and its role in the regulation of prostitution.
The Role of the Canadian State

As we found in our discussion of the socialist feminist perspective on prostitution, 'the state' itself is not a monolithic structure, but rather is comprised of an often contradictory set of institutions and practices. In Poulantzas' terms, it is the product of a "complex synthesis of multiple determinations". Institutional components of the Canadian state are the government, the bureaucracy, military, judiciary, representative assemblies, and the sub-central levels of government found at the provincial and municipal levels. Therefore, elected government itself is not the equivalent of state power. The extent to which the government effectively controls the power of the state, indeed even the extent to which it can speak authoritatively in the name of the state, will depend on the balance of forces within the various institutions of the state in terms of the classes they represent and the values they hold. This would determine how far governmental power is circumscribed by state power.

The state may be conceptualized as a set of "relations among relations" linked through a complex network, rather than as a simple functional formation exercising uniform power. This is critical to our understanding of how state power is exercised in the formal control of prostitution.

The Canadian state is now faced with the challenge of responding to the competing demands among others, of feminist and conservative pressure groups, while maintaining its own legitimacy as the 'manager' of the affairs of civil society and the economy. Through the
successful mediation of these opposing forces, the state can provide the appearance of the process of democracy at work. However, as our discussion of socialist feminism has revealed, the state performs a primary role in the maintenance and reproduction of capitalist and patriarchal interests, two hierarchical systems of power which are inherently antithetical to democratic process, and as such is a representative of class and sex privilege. The appearance of democratic representation is made nevertheless possible through the process of hegemony, which -

is exercised as much through popular 'consensus' achieved in civil society as through physical coercion (a threat of it) by the state apparatus, especially in advanced capitalist societies where education, the media, law, mass culture, etc. take on a new role ... beliefs, values, cultural traditions and myths function on a mass level to perpetuate the existing order.55

However, in Raymond Williams' words, "the reality of any hegemony ... is that while by definition it is always dominant, it is never either total or exclusive".56 Countervailing forces, like feminism, may rise to challenge hegemonic power, both socially, through the introduction of new ideas among the populace, and politically, through a confrontation with the state respecting its role in the maintenance and reproduction of the prevailing forces of dominance.

The Canadian state has managed to contain much of the force of feminism through accommodating its least radical proponents, the liberal feminists. This is possible because, while liberal feminists
recognize and actively struggle against patriarchal practices; they otherwise share a common set of values and beliefs with the prevailing political order, and do not as such recognize the patriarchal basis of liberalism itself. While the goals of feminism can never be fully realized in this political order, some important reforms can be made as the state makes concessions to the demands of liberal feminists. These concessions will be mediated, however, by concessions to competing and contradictory demands for social reform.

The establishment of public discussion on prostitution through the House of Commons Standing Committee on Justice and Legal Affairs, and later, the Special Committee on Pornography and Prostitution (the Fraser Committee) are means of reaching a compromise, thereby enforcing the perception that the state functions on the behalf of and is responsive to its citizens. We cannot speculate from this what the compromise might be respecting prostitution. However, socialist feminist analysis has determined that whatever the outcome, it will not significantly challenge patriarchal privilege, although as Harrison and Mort assets, it may alter existing legislation "in the form of its appearance". No actual attempt will be made to suppress prostitution because prostitutes provide a valuable service for male citizens. As such, the federal government, being the dominant branch of the state, reasserts its own patriarchal basis. As Carol Smart maintains,

The law can therefore be theorized as a mode of reproduction of the existing patriarchal order, minimizing social change but avoiding the problem of overt conflict.
Lest this sound like a giant conspiracy on the part of the state, it should be remembered that the State in itself is laden with contradictory policies and practices, both within and amongst the various branches. Through the division of legislative authority between the central (federal) and sub-central (provincial, municipal) levels of government and their respective judiciaries, the formal control of prostitution has become a complex and contradictory affair, despite the fact that as a criminal offence it is properly the domain of the federal government. The federal system has sole authority over the administration of criminal law through the Criminal Code of Canada; provincial and municipal governments may not enact any legislation which is ultra vires - beyond the authority of those levels of government. However, as we indicated earlier, since the 1978 Hutt decision the Cities of Calgary, Montreal, Toronto, Vancouver, Niagara Falls, Regina, Saskatoon and Halifax have attempted to enact a system of bylaws to keep prostitutes off their city streets. These attempts have been effectively thwarted by a 1981 Supreme Court ruling in the Province of Alberta. In the Westendorf appeal, the council for the defense succeeded in overturning the previous conviction of Lenore Jacqueline Westendorf, who had been charged with unlawfully using the streets for the purpose of prostitution under Section 6.1 of Bylaw 9022 of the Highway Traffic Act, by the City of Calgary. The Hutt decision had established that under Section 195.1 of the Criminal Code soliciting must be 'pressing and persistent' to constitute an offence; unless this was proven prostitutes were lawfully using the streets. The lawyer for the defence further established
that this bylaw and Section 195.1 were for the same purpose, and as such, the bylaw "cannot stand in the face of Section 195.1". The defendant was therefore acquitted, overturning her previous conviction, on the basis that the offending bylaw was ultra vires the City of Calgary and the Province of Alberta and therefore unconstitutional. As Chief Justice Bora Laskin stated:

however desirable it may be for the municipality to control or prohibit prostitution, there has been an over-reaching ... in the present case which offends the division of legislative powers.

The above instance provides an example of conflicts in the division of legislative powers among branches of the state which demonstrates that the state does not always act in a uniform manner in its expression of power. As further illustration of this point, we find that there are also contradictory interpretations of legislation evident in the administration of judicial power among the branches of the state. First, Section 193 of the Criminal Code - Keeping a Common Bawdy House - is sufficiently vague to have resulted in differing interpretations as to what constitutes a 'bawdy house'. In R. v. Patterson (1972) the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that proof must be made of "frequent or habitual use" of a premise for the purpose of prostitution, while in the same year the Ontario Court of Appeal ruled in R. v. Worthington that proof of habitual use need not be made, and convicted a prostitute for entertaining a client in her own home. Second, Section 195.1 does not specify whether or not clients or prospective clients of prostitutes can
be charged with soliciting. In 1978 the Chief Justice of Ontario ruled in *R. v. DiPaola* that a client could indeed be convicted of soliciting for the purpose of prostitution.64 In the same year, however, the British Columbia Court of Appeal, in *R. v. Dudak*, overturned the defendant's conviction by stating that only the person who potentially receives or actually receives payment can be charged with soliciting, and moreover, that the client does not prostitute himself; he merely satisfies a desire.65 Finally, interpretations differ as to whether a male may be considered a prostitute. Again in *R. v. Patterson* (1972) the Supreme Court of Canada acquitted a man of soliciting for the purpose of prostitution because of his gender: Dictionary definitions, it found, defined a prostitute as a female person. In the following year, the Supreme Court of British Columbia found a man guilty of the charge in *R. v. Obey*. The offence, it stated, was soliciting in a public place; it mattered not whether an act of prostitution actually took place.66

The central and sub-central levels of government may be regarded, therefore, as competing forces for the exercise of control. However, their political differences are marginal in scale since (with the exception of social democratic forces who lack a power base, in any case) they are all representatives of bourgeois and patriarchal power; they merely differ as to the form of representation these interests should take. As we have seen, conservative dominated provincial governments are more amenable to the forces of the New Right than is the liberal dominated federal structure. For feminists who are active in the battle for
political reform, the structure of the Canadian state and its contradictory character presents further levels of challenge.
The Challenge for Feminists

As the Royal Commission on the Status of Women identified in its 1970 report, "prostitution is fundamentally a social, not a criminal problem." With the emergence of the campaign for further criminalization of prostitution in recent years, feminists have had to reassert this belief by prioritizing the battle for decriminalization among a host of other pressing concerns for women. These concerns include high quality and accessible childcare, pensions for homemakers, the regulation of material which degrades and exploits women, sexual harassment and the effects of technological development in the workplace, and so on. Like these other struggles their efforts take place mainly on the terrain of the state, in challenging judicial authority in the regulation of prostitution. While their central focus is legislative reform, the documentation provided by (predominantly liberal feminist) women's organizations also addresses the wider issues of prostitution, its causes and effects. Liberal, radical and socialist feminists have made it clear that while they support prostitutes as the victims of a patriarchal culture, their stance does not legitimate the institution of prostitution itself. Supporting prostitutes is a sisterhood issue, and a necessary step on the longer road to the liberation of women.

Nevertheless, in contemporary feminist analyses of prostitution there is a tension between the prostitute's role in furthering female sexual objectification and the reality of their economic necessity. This is possible because while feminists have been defining the parameters of
'sexual politics' over the past two decades, they have yet to adequately theorize a politics of sexuality. Developing a politics of sexuality requires both feminist discussion of its contemporary dimensions and research into sexual behavior in different conjunctures in order to contextualize its historical, cultural, class and gender specific character. As long as feminists fail to do this their reform efforts run the risk of collapsing into moralism, a problem which befell their liberal sisters of the last century during their campaign for the repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts. Such an approach only lends itself to further repression of women working in the sex industry. Walkowitz reports that for both feminists active in this early battle for legislative reform, and for 'repressive moralists':

the desire to protect working class girls masked impulses to control their sexuality, which in turn reflected their desire to impose a social code that stressed female adolescent dependency.

This social code was middle-class in origin; it did not reflect the reality of working class girls' experience. The social conditions of working class girls set the boundaries of their activity: overcrowded conditions in the home and exposure to sexual harassment in the workplace, for example, meant that sexuality was part of their 'lived experience'. As a result, they "adopted a more instrumental and flexible approach to sexual behavior", rather than viewing chastity and respectability as synonymous. Middle-class reformers' inability to come to terms with female sexuality meant that their efforts were eventually turned against them by the repressive moralists' campaign.
against vice, through legislative measures which were antithetical to feminist aspirations. Contemporary liberal feminists must therefore become aware that since it is a task of the state to uphold patriarchal privilege, any legislative involvement in sexual activity is likely to have negative repercussions for women, thereby turning "feminist protest into a politics of repression".

This is particularly problematic given that prostitution is now being investigated in the same context as pornography in Canada. Conservative interests are demanding further regulation of both forms of marketplace sexuality, and charge that feminists are inconsistent in their pro-decriminalization/anti-pornography stance. However, a major difference between the radical and liberal feminist position and the conservative moral view is that feminists realize that it is not just 'bad' men who pose a problem as consumers of pornography and prostitution, but the patriarchal structuring of society which promotes these activities. Socialist feminists would further specify that the market forces of industrial capitalism have a responsibility here, in creating a burgeoning sex industry which thrives on the commoditization of female sexuality.

Moreover, feminists in general maintain that there is no real inconsistency in their positions on pornography and prostitution, for as _Kinesis_ staffwriters articulate, "Pimps and Johns are to prostitution what pornographers are to pornography". Positions on each are directed towards the larger struggle of attaining women's freedom from exploitive
and often violent social practices. The "real hypocrisy", they find, is in allowing pornography to proliferate in society, while prostitutes are penalized for their activities.

While the femenesis position raises valid concerns, it remains imbued with the moralist stance of early feminist protest. Our previous discussion has alerted us to the cause for this concern. As Barbara Taylor further articulates:

The language of 'male lust' and female victimisation once again echoes through feminist meeting-halls, just as it did in the days when Josephine Butler stood on platforms brandishing a speculum and describing how it 'violated and humiliated' women whose only crime was to be the object of brute male instincts. Let no one doubt how deep women's anger against this degradation was then, or how fierce it is now. Sexuality has always been the most savage arena of male/female hostilities, and will remain so as long as the desires which draw men and women toward one another are lived within a nexus of masculine power, twisted in a vice of male dominance and female subordination ... in struggling against the terrible weight of present-day sexual oppression it is all too easy to forget that the power, fear and anxiety which currently deform relations between the sexes can and eventually will be eliminated, and in their stead will emerge a new style of heterosexual relation - one based not on dominance and submission but on joyful egalitarian eroticism. If we forget this possibility, if we view ourselves as the permanent victims of male sexual coercion, then, like many of the feminist repealers of the 1880s, we too will turn toward a politics of repression. /\n
As liberal feminists actively engage themselves in research and in political struggles over the issues of prostitution, pornography, reproductive freedom, and so on, the conflicts between the ideologies of
feminism and liberalism may become more apparent. As was discussed in Chapter One, liberalism is predicated upon the doctrine of separate sexual spheres, wherein the distinction between private and public is at the same time that of female and male. In a liberal society, freedom in the public realm, for men, requires the maintenance of a stable domestic environment through the labour of women. Such a social order cannot accommodate fully the demands being made upon it by feminists.\textsuperscript{78} For liberal feminists to become aware of this point requires the realization that its relation to the theoretical base, as claimed for its own, is a tenuous one. While liberal feminists further legitimate state power (which is narrowly defined as government power) through their efforts towards government recognition of their demands, at the same time this challenge has the potential to reveal how firmly patriarchal relations are embedded in state structures and in liberalism itself.

As our discussion of socialist feminist perspectives on prostitution revealed, feminist pressure, which may result in real changes for women, also effects a "shifting of patriarchal ideology" so that its basis is further mystified, and as Eisenstein posits:

> the shifting of patriarchal ideology may reflect formal rather than real gains for women as the state attempts to accommodate the tensions between liberalism and feminism.\textsuperscript{79A}

The entrenchment of women's rights in the Constitution, for example, is of limited benefit in the face of a conservative legal system, and "the inertia and built in opposition of the system itself",
as Rosemary Billings reveals. Subsequently, Section 28 was a safe concession to make to feminists: it offered little threat to the state through its use, yet provided the illusion of state responsiveness to women, which would further provide them electoral support. Bill C-127, which re-defined rape as a crime of violence rather than as a sexual offence, was another feminist 'victory' which on the surface improved legal safeguards for women. Through this redefinition, it was hoped that more rapists would be prosecuted by the courts, while the stigma upon the victim would be reduced. Feminist efforts to challenge legislation, however, mean little if the mechanisms of enforcement - the police and the courts - continue to maintain their patriarchal practices.

Liberal feminists have the advantage of having a voice in the government decision making process. However, by recognizing many of the demands of liberal feminists, and liberal feminism itself as the "least threatening form" the state has managed to contain much of its "subversive" content. For example, the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women (CACSW) was established as a government 'think-tank' on women's issues. It is funded by the Secretary of State and presided over by a government appointee. The Advisory Council conducts important research on women in Canada. It is, however, dependent upon the federal government for its continued existence and is therefore susceptible to a 'soft-peddling' approach to feminism. This assertion was borne out during the 1980-81 debacle over the feminist proposed women's conference on the constitution, in which CACSW supported government efforts to have the event cancelled. More recently,
during its presentation in Ottawa to the Special Committee on Pornography and Prostitution, it advocated the most conservative of recommendations presented by a feminist organization\textsuperscript{82}.

However, that which Eisenstein refers to as the "radical potential of liberal feminism"\textsuperscript{83} is still apparent in such non-governmental bodies as the National Action Committee on the Status of Women, an umbrella group which represents over 280 member organizations across Canada. While NAC is liberal feminist dominated, its member organizations reach across the entire feminist political spectrum, as well as providing diverse regional and ethnic representation. In part, its qualified successes as a lobby group for social reform can be attributed to its ability to put aside internal differences in order to achieve immediate goals for women, as Billings asserts. The women's movement's power in Canada is a product of their work as lobbyists, rather than through the political recognition of women as a significant voting bloc.\textsuperscript{84} It is often able to affect incremental, short term improvements in the quality of women's lives, through single issue campaigns, which socialist feminist Rosemary Billings asserts are crucial for the strategy of "societal overhaul". Moreover

The women's movement daily makes countless small demands ... The cumulative effect of such demands is that the women's movement has come to be understood and accepted by many women who would never feel comfortable associating with a progressive "political" movement, but are comfortable identifying with a progressive "incremental" one.\textsuperscript{85}

Socialist feminists can participate in these efforts, despite their recognition that the reform options of a liberal democratic state do
little to directly challenge the fundamental ideological and material conditions of female subordination.

Feminist issues can be resolved only in practice, which necessitates the mobilization of women both within male dominated spheres and in autonomous organizations. These directions are evident in the emergence of prostitute's rights campaigns from the mid-1970's, comprised of prostitutes and feminists, and sometimes feminist prostitutes. While their primary goal is legal reform, these organizations also represent a "coming-out" of a deviant group, in addition to conveying a challenge to women's social conditions. As Margo St. James, former prostitute and 'Chair Madam' of Call Off Your Old Tired Ethics (COYOTE) states, the only thing necessary to start a prostitute's rights organization "is a lawyer, a feminist and a whore" but to make that organization work requires the support of all women. Moreover, these organizations reveal that gains for women are not necessarily won by feminists alone. Through her participation in PROS, a prostitutes' rights organization located in Britain, socialist feminist Eileen McLeod asserts that she has, gained a sharp appreciation of the extent and complexity of the social processes that have to be taken into account in attempting to secure marginally better treatment for one particular group. Clearly not only the law, but also the police, welfare agencies, the media and public opinion had to be engaged with as they interlinked to pressure the status quo.

Prostitutes' right campaigns have served to make feminists more aware of
the specifics of the nature of women's oppression, while it has made prostitutes more aware of how their condition reflects the position of women generally. This recognition is firmly implanted in Vancouver's Alliance for the Safety of Prostitutes (A.S.P.), whose organizers, prostitutes Sally de Quadros and Marie Arrington, assert that for too long prostitutes have been regarded as society's disposable women, worthy of neither respect or protection. The time has come to fight back.

Clearly, then, these organizations also demonstrate that prostitutes are thinking, active historical agents. They are not just victims of a patriarchal culture but women in struggle, whether their actions are motivated by economic necessity or through a desire for material success. That prostitutes are a particularly disadvantaged group of women is often a simplistic approach to the problem. Many are. Street prostitutes, for example, work in the least desirable conditions, for the least pay, and have the fewest avenues out of the life open to them. However, it is not usually the case that there are no alternatives available, but limited ones, and it is difficult, for instance, to support a family on the salary of a waitress or domestic servant, or on welfare. Further, once a prostitute is exposed to the amount of money that can be made through the occupation, it is difficult to relinquish. What may have begun as a temporary means of livelihood during a particularly difficult economic crunch reveals itself to be the most lucrative option available to women, for as Richard Symanski states, and as feminists recognize, "Men are willing to pay more for sexual access than for almost all forms of female labour."
It is apparent, however, that women do not become prostitutes through a simple mechanistic causation of their economic environment nor through female sexual slavery, as in the radical feminist argument. Were this so, all poor women would turn to prostitution to earn a livable income, given its remuneratory advantage. Some account must be made for human agency; of subjectivity and lived experience. As socialist Paul Willis asserts, cultural reproduction is capable of producing alternative outcomes. Feminists must therefore address the production and reproduction of meaning as it takes place on both the individual and social levels of experience to determine the constraints of culture.

Willis recognizes two 'moments' of reproduction. First, there exist outside structures and class relationships which form symbolic and conceptual relations. These are the structural determinations which exert their influence upon the individual. However, they are not mechanical forces, but are mediated by cultural relations through human agency. These structures become sources of meaning and identity, and we make our decisions based upon their constitution. These appear to be freely made decisions to the individual. However, they serve to reproduce society's structures and functions on an aggregate level. From this, we can examine how women may be "freely compelled" to become prostitutes. Given the recognition of both human agency and structural causality, we may determine the interactions of culture and structure, both of which are necessary for the dialectic of social reproduction. Socialist feminist analyses have progressed the furthest in addressing this concern. However, major field studies remain
to be done to provide a source of information on prostitution for developing this research.\textsuperscript{98}
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   c) "Soliciting" need not be pressing or persistent conduct in order to constitute an offence under Section 195.1.

Canadian Police Chief 8 (October 1979), p.27.


10. Ibid.


13. Ibid.


15. The liberal feminist adaptation of the judicial use of the concept of harm, while justifiable in that it is criminal law reform which they are addressing, is problematic here. A contradiction is apparent in feminists' stances vis-à-vis pornography and prostitution. As socialist feminist Beverley Brown states, The logic of intervention is dominated by the liberal argument that it is only harms which justify intervention, that harms must be demonstrable effects and that the harm of intervention must always be less than the harm it is to alleviate.

In asserting that prostitution does not cause harm to others, these feminists make use of the judicial concept of harm; prostitution does not cause direct, measurable harm to individuals, since it is an act between consenting adults. However, in adapting the concept of harm to their treatment of pornography, liberal feminists are referring to harm caused not to individuals, but as Brown finds, to a constituency of women, in which pornography will affect individual women differently. While their use of the concept of harm...
respecting prostitution has a practical utility in disclaiming state intervention into the lives of prostitutes as individuals, it ignores their use of the concept respecting pornography. Prostitution too could be perceived as harming women as a constituency by promoting the idea that female sexuality can be bought and sold. This suggests that the 'individual rights' argument of liberalism is inadequate in addressing feminist concerns. Liberalism cannot accommodate the concept of harm which feminists use to address pornography, since the effects of pornography are not tangible nor measurable upon individuals. Moreover, liberalism requires that harmful effects must be weighed against the harm caused by state intervention into the affairs of individual citizens, and intervention must be guided by general principles since it affects such a large scale of activities. Feminism, however, requests specific forms of intervention, through addressing singular issues and locally based activities.

Therefore, liberal feminists are becoming enmeshed in contradictory positions respecting prostitution and pornography, since they cannot balance the logic of liberalism with the goals of feminism. As Brown finds, "liberalism is inappropriate to feminism because liberalism offers neither a means of representing a feminist interest or a harm to that interest, nor a means of reckoning the type of harmful effects feminism seeks to emphasize; nor a way of thinking such a harm in relation to non-generalised forms of intervention."


As will be discussed in the final section of this chapter, liberal feminists must move beyond their theoretical tradition if the long term goals of feminism are to be realized. The issue of prostitution cannot be sufficiently posed through an assertion of individual rights, yet neither should this discount feminist efforts to have prostitution decriminalized. Decriminalization should be justified by the radical feminist notion of 'sisterhood'; that prostitutes are part of a community of women who must struggle against external forms of patriarchal control.


18. The defence of 'honest belief' is therefore not admissible, as it is in rape cases, in order to provide protection for children. The
National Action Committee on the Status of Women questions this contradiction in the law and asserts that this defense should not be permissible in rape cases either, in the interests of protection of women. Andrew, Kate "Prostitution: A History of Legal Developments" Kinesis, (May 1983), p.16.

The Committee further specified that its terms of reference - street solicitation - was a narrow one, addressing only the most visible aspects of prostitution. As their report stated:

constrained as it is by its terms of reference, the Committee has not attempted to deal with prostitution at large. It is a very contentious issue, involving broad social and economic issues. It warrants a complete review in the near future.

20. From the recommendations of the Standing Committee, the Justice Minister proposed that Section 195.1 of the Criminal Code be broadened as follows:

Section 195.1 of the said Act is amended by adding thereto the following subsection:
(2) In this section, "prostitution" includes obtaining the services of a prostitute; "public place" includes a motor vehicle located in or on a public place.

see: Proposed Act to Amend the Criminal Code, Minister of Justice, Ottawa, 25849.
also see: Calgary Herald "Sex Bill 'Green Light' for Prostitutes" Herald Staff, (24 June 1983) p.1.

21. At the same time that public concern over prostitution emerged as a focal point for discussion, a similar debate was occurring respecting the dissemination of pornographic material. In this instance, the lines were drawn between those groupings demanding further regulation of the material (including persons with traditional social values, who regarded it as an affront to human decency, and feminists, for whom it was regarded as promoting the sexual exploitation of and violence towards women) and those who viewed the consumption of this material as a matter of individual choice ('progressive' liberals).
The Committee's terms of reference are therefore stated as:

1. to consider the problems of access to pornography, its effects and what is considered to be pornographic in Canada;
2. to consider prostitution in Canada with particular reference to loitering and street soliciting for prostitution, the operation
of bawdy houses, living off the avails of prostitution, the exploitation of prostitutes and the law relating to these matters;

3. to ascertain public views on ways and means to deal with these problems by inviting written submissions from concerned groups and citizens and by conducting public meetings in major centres across the country;

4. to consider, without travelling outside Canada, the experience and attempts to deal with these problems in other countries including the U.S., E.E.C. and selected Commonwealth countries such as Australia and New Zealand;

5. to consider alternatives, report its findings and recommend solutions to the problems associated with pornography and prostitution in Canada, as soon as possible, but not later than December 31, 1984.


22. The mandate of the Special Committee on Pornography and Prostitution - the 'Fraser Committee' - is a much broader one, and it hopes to address all aspects of prostitution in Canada. However, the content of submissions presented to the committee thus far indicate that the focus is again being directed to street solicitation by concerned groups. This indicates that the committee may not adequately be able to address the scope of its mandate. Street solicitation and prostitution are complimentary but not synonymous activities. An adequate conceptualization of prostitution and how it does or does not constitute a source of concern must move beyond this narrow focus.


27. The Alliance for the Safety of Prostitutes, quoted in the Brief to the Special Committee on Pornography and Prostitution National Action Committee on the Status of Women, February 1984. This assertion cannot be empirically validated, as there are as yet no studies available to demonstrate a causal correlation between rising unemployment and an increase in street prostitution. Moreover, crime enforcement statistics do not provide a useful indication of an increase in the activity over recent years, as changes in interpretation of prostitution legislation have made it more difficult to arrest or convict prostitutes. Therefore, these statistics indicate a decrease in arrest and conviction rates, thus inaccurately inferring a decrease in prostitution. We can, however, compare A.S.P.'s assertions to the case of Britain, where statistical evidence is available which indicates a positive correlation between an increase in prostitution and that country's economic crisis. Further, in Britain too a prostitute's organization asserts that an increasing number of women are going "on the game" because of lack of alternative employment. They also indicate that as the numbers grow, and as "punters" (clients) also feel the economic pinch, the ratio of Prostitutes to clients increases and prices drop, resulting in many leaving the occupation in the hopes of finding a more viable means of support. See P.R.O.'s Street Beat 6 (1983).

28. Ibid, p.9

While native women in particular comprise less than 5% of the Canadian population, they are 48% of the population of women imprisoned in Canada, the greatest number of whom are incarcerated for prostitution. Socialist feminists therefore rightly assert that the criminalization of street solicitation indicates that both class and race discrimination are a structured logic embedded in the law.


30. Ibid.


32. Ibid.

33. Felming, Thomas "The Bawdy House Boys" Canadian Criminology Forum 3:2 (Spring 1981). This occurrence provides a further indication that both prostitutes and homosexuals may be used as scapegoats for a larger problem, since both groups were widely persecuted for the actions of the two individuals who committed the offence.
34. Calgary Herald "Massage Parlours Raided; 25 on Prostitution Charges", 11 May 1977, P.1
Occurring at the time that they did, these actions were very likely prompted by the murder of Jacques in Toronto. The public outrage resulting from the boy's death was not confined to Toronto, but was experienced all across Canada at this time.


37. While the definition of prostitution as a criminal offence certainly implies a more serious matter for the prostitute, as we have seen, interpretations of the legislation make it difficult to enforce. The creation of bylaws to apprehend prostitutes would attempt to overcome this, with more punitive repercussions for the prostitute.


Karl Marx defines this as an aspect of reification, whereby capitalism converts relations between people into relations between commodities.
Karl Marx, Capital Volume One (Moscow: Progress, 1978).

41. Wilhelm Reich and Herbert Marcuse initiated this analysis in their separate attempts to unite marxism and psychoanalysis for the provision of a theory of human behaviour under capitalism. Each advocated the liberation of humanity from all forms of authority. Reich asserted that repression of the psychic structure begins in childhood, when there occurs a conflict between "life energy" and the moral authority of the father, resulting in the sexual crippling of the individual. This further results in a society comprised of individuals who are afraid of life and of authority, leaving them open to control by powerful persons. The liberation of human sexuality, said Reich, is the means by which the authoritarian social order will be overthrown. To achieve this end we must first replace the traditional repressive marriage with "natural" marriage, the basis of which is free association in sexual union, realize economic independence for women, and restructure our childrearing practices so that they become a social responsibility rather than the duty of individual women.
Marcuse, while influenced by the work of Reich, attempted to move beyond him in order to explain the persistence of capitalism. Marcuse maintained that capitalism requires people to sacrifice their humanity by selling their labour power to others in non-fulfilling work: it requires the deflection of the libido into socially useful activity. He further developed a distinction between basic and surplus repression. The former is necessary for societal functioning through the restraint and guidance of instinctual drives, resulting in an increase in gratification. The latter, however, constitutes the restraint of instinctual drives for the social control of individuals, in order that a particular group may maintain control of socially valued resources. For instinctual liberation to a state of freedom, Marcuse proposed, individuals must have socially useful and enjoyable work, which is not possible in a capitalist, patriarchal society. See Wilhelm Reich, The Mass Psychology of Fascism (New York: Pocket Books, 1976); Herbert Marcuse, Eros and Civilization (New York: Vintage, 1962).


43. Ibid, p.xvi.

44. Ibid, p.xv.


47B As cited in Ehrenreich, 1984, op cit.

48. Ibid.

49. This particular example appears indicative only of the family's inadequacies respecting men's fulfillment; however, inherent in this logic is the recognition of the sexual suppression of women in the home, as has been discussed earlier in this work.

50. The federal government branch of the state in particular now finds itself in the uncomfortable position of maintaining its own legitimation while faced with massive polarization among the Canadian
public. A government which defines itself as liberal cannot concede too much to the shift to the right without enacting social and economic policies which stand in contradiction to its own political ideology, yet a failure to address these concerns could result in the demise of its own political power at the election polls.


53. Ibid., p.7.


57. I use this term loosely here, since liberalism is obviously an ideology in decline. Nevertheless, the federal government (the predominant branch of the state) defines itself as a liberal one, and it is to this body that liberal feminists primarily address themselves.

58. Harrison and Mort, 1980, op cit, p.82.

59. Smart, 1981, op cit, p.44.

60. While the manifest intention of this bylaw is control of the streets, since it did not include other forms of unacceptable conduct such as swearing and fighting, its real intention was to single out prostitution as a special concern.

61. Reasons for Judgment of His Honour, Judge H. G. Oliver In the Province of Alberta Between Her Majesty the Queen and Lenore Jacqueline Westendorp, Calgary, Alberta, October 7, 1981.


64. Rozovsky, L.E. and Rozovsky, F.A., Legal Sex (Toronto: Doubleday, 1982).

66. Ibid.

67. Although the federal government has been known to enforce some decidedly right wing economic policies, like the '6 and 5 program', for example.


69. Perhaps it is time for feminists to re-establish consciousness raising groups, a practice which has fallen by the wayside in recent years, in order to provide a direction for theorizing. As Hollibaugh and Moraga posit, we must move beyond the discussion of sexual oppression to one of determining what women find sexually pleasurable and why these experiences may be a source of gratification. See Amber Hollibaugh and Cherrie Moraga, "What We're Rollin Around in Bed With: Sexual Silences in Feminism" Ann Snitow et al, Powers of Desire (New York: Monthly Review, 1983).


74. Ibid.


79A Ibid.


82. The CACSW recommended that the federal government de-sexualize soliciting laws so that any form of pressing and persistent solicitation be criminalized and prostitution not be singled out special treatment.


With preparations under way for the 1984 federal election, we are now, however, beginning to notice the development of a significant 'gender gap' in the polls. This indicates that women in Canada may now be gaining power as a voting bloc as well, as competing parties vie for the female vote.

85. Ibid.

See Rosemary Billings' Introduction.

86. Finn, Geraldine, "Conclusion" Angela Miles and Geraldine Finn Feminism in Canada: From Pressure to Politics (Montreal: Black Rose, 1982).


89. Lindsey, Karen, "Streetwalkers Organize in Boston" Ms. Magazine September, 1976. COYOTE,-a San Francisco based "loose-woman's organization", distributes 'bad trick sheets' and reveals the identities of 'vice cops' for the protection of street prostitutes, as well as lobbying government for the decriminalization of prostitution and lending its support for the Equal Rights Amendment and other U.S. feminist concerns. The Alliance for the Safety of Prostitutes (A.S.P.) in Vancouver, has modelled itself after this charter organization, as have numerous other prostitutes' rights organizations around the world.

91. Ibid, p.123.

92. Ibid.

93. The Alliance for the Safety of Prostitutes information pamphlet, n.d.


98. Some of this research is in the process of being conducted in Canada, by the Department of Justice, the Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women and by individuals in Vancouver, B.C.
Chapter Five: Conclusion

This research has revealed that socialist feminist research provides the most comprehensive analysis of prostitution in particular and the status of women in general. We have seen that the 'Canadian dilemma' respecting prostitution is indicative of the wider set of social and economic forces at work in this conjuncture, characterized by both an economic crisis and a crisis in sexual relations. These crises pose a severe threat to women's advances of the past two decades. The ability of feminists to maintain a foothold in these circumstances depends to a large extent on their ability to influence state policy. Feminist power vis-à-vis the state, however, is circumscribed by the state's role in the reproduction of capitalist and patriarchal power. Moreover, it is problematized by the internal contradictions inherent in the state structure, whereby a gain in one area may result in further resistance in another.

To summarize the relations of feminism to the state, we have found that the state has recognized liberal feminism as the least disruptive political force. By accommodating liberal feminism and recognizing some of its demands, it has managed to contain the radical content of feminism and maintain its own hegemonic power. As a result of this accommodation, liberal feminists can affect some reforms to the benefit of women. However, these do not, in their own right, represent major progress for women. Their attainment entails a shifting of patriarchal ideology on the part of the state, so that its relation to capitalist and patriarchal interests is further obscured, without these interests
actually being threatened.

In spite of this, women must keep up a tremendous pressure on the state, in recognition of the threats which are now being presented to women's advancements. Feminist victories are easily revoked in periods of economic and social instability. Moreover, feminists must recognize that formal gains which have been won, or remain to be won, may not be used to women's advantage, unless feminists recognize and challenge patriarchal power on all fronts. Legislative reform in particular means little if the mechanisms of enforcing it remain structured in dominance.

All feminists may use the unique structure of the Canadian women's movement to their advantage in this task. Beyond using community based women's groups for promoting local interests, Canadian women can affect policy decisions at the national level as a result of the liberal feminist voice in the government decision making process. In face of resistance from conservative moralists, and a government reform process which sometimes appears to progress apace of water wearing down a stone, the lobbying force of NAC and the research on women provided by the CACSW are an effective combination in making women's collective voice heard. As some advances are made for women, however, socialist feminist research advises that feminists must not be deluded into believing that these gains demonstrate "that our system is sufficiently elastic to be able to accommodate women's movement demands ad infinitum". The accommodation of liberal feminism by the state has made this difficult to realize for most women. As Billings informs:
Feminist analysis of why some of the major lobbying efforts (abortion, equal pay) have not been productive have wound up as self-blame ... There is little conscious recognition of the fact that any social movement that is clearly out to reduce the powers of entrenched institutions is going to encounter massive resistance. Some change may occur, to be sure, but that change will only be in response to intolerable pressure, will only occur at the margins, and will be easy to undo once the heat is off.²

With regards to prostitution in particular, socialist and socialist feminist research have revealed the limitations of the state in its ability to deal with the activity. A state which upholds capitalist and patriarchal interests can merely shift prostitution around in an attempt to make it invisible, since prostitution is a product of these interests. At the same time, however, it must respond to pressure from various groups in order to give the appearance of democracy at work. Feminists must therefore keep up the battle for decriminalization in attempt to eliminate at least some of the formal control of prostitutes, and affect some real changes in the quality of their lives. They must, however, carry this battle on into their communities should decriminalization occur (which is not likely, in light of the competing forces at work) to prevent the further persecution of prostitutes through the use of such measures as discriminatory bylaws.

Feminists need also recognize that prostitutes are active historical agents in their own right, and take account of their lived experiences. One of the best ways for feminists active in prostitutes' rights campaigns to keep from lapsing into moralism (or benevolence)
in their sexual politicking is to work with prostitutes themselves. Such measures further help to address feminist concerns about prostitution, beyond their legal status in society. By this I do not mean making attempts at reforming prostitutes themselves, as early liberal feminists unsuccessfully attempted, but in recognizing why prostitutes are who they are, providing a support network, and attempting to prevent further abuses.

Finally, feminists must attempt to address the wider set of social relations which create prostitution. This is particularly important now since it is apparent that women's position in the labour market, marginal as it is, is being further threatened. The general feminist interest in separating sexuality from economics requires both short term and long range planning, and the contribution of the most salient features that each of the feminist perspectives have made to the women's movement. Radical feminism has contributed the understanding that 'the personal is political'. Liberal feminists have gained access to political power. The insights of socialist feminist research, however, provide the best basis for strategizing.

Clearly, a program which addresses prostitution is one that entails social and economic reform on a large scale. The state must acknowledge the growing 'feminization of poverty' as an increasing number of women are put into the position of supporting themselves and their children in a hostile economic climate. This requires the implementation of feminist goals like equal pay, pensions for
homemakers, access to quality childcare, affirmative action programs, and skills retraining programs, as well as the improvement of existing social services. Moreover, it entails the recognition of the disappearance of the traditional nuclear family, as part of the reason for this phenomenon. A social policy which addresses the reality of poor women's lives must "de-privilege" this dominant concept of the family and recognize the growing diversity of its forms. A socialist strategy recognizes that it is the responsibility of the state to meet the needs of its citizens. What we are referring to here is an "accountable" and "responsible" welfare state through the "enshrinement of the social needs of a broad variety of social interests as rights in law."

The extent of the economic crisis is such that these transformed social policies are not only necessary to meet the needs of persons living outside of the nuclear family, but within it as well. As Ehrenreich documents, the 'family wage' system itself has collapsed under the forces of capitalism. Corporate wealth is not being spread among employees through an increase in wages in sufficient amounts to keep pace with inflation, but instead is being directed towards overseas investments, finance speculation, and the manufacture of luxury consumer goods rather than useful products. As we have seen, the two-income family is now necessary to maintain over half of Canadian families above the poverty line, and the 'second' income received from women's work outside of the home may be barely sufficient to pay the cost of childcare and additional expenses entailed by working outside of the home like transportation and clothing. Therefore, while the
expansion of the welfare state is not a socialist's, or anyone's, idea of a sound future for Canada, as Ehrenreich states:

we have very little immediate alternative. If women had won equality and economic independence before the collapse of the family wage system, we might be able to step right into the liberal feminist vision of an androgynous and fully capitalist society. But the collapse of the family wage came first, before either the economy or the culture was ready to admit the female breadwinner on equal terms. The result is that for an increasing number of women and children, services that might comprise an adequate welfare state are now a matter of survival.

It is not likely that a socialist government will come to power in Canada for some time to come to implement these reforms. However, on the short term socialist feminists may pressure the N.D.P. to adopt them into their policy. The progressive policies of an opposition party have been known in the past to be implemented by the party in power, in order to maintain their electoral advantage. The implementation of senior citizens' pensions by the Diefenbaker government provides one example.

This appears to be a long road to have travelled from a discussion of prostitution. However, we cannot avoid the direct connection that the availability of prostitutes bears to women's position in the labour market, which is determined by the particular interrelation of capitalist and patriarchal forces in Canada today. Since the female labour market in Canada is contracting, it is not surprising that prostitution has become problematized. We must comprehend the position of women generally if we are to understand the lived circumstances of
prostitutes, and develop both short term and long range strategies for dealing with each. To challenge the social relations which create the market for prostitution, however, represents yet another avenue of struggle.
Endnotes to Chapter Five


2. Ibid.


   Cootes recommends that a household be defined as any place where
   children live, regardless of the number of adults.

5. Taylor, 1983, op cit, p.34.
   Welfare programs do not have to be paternalistic, however. They can
   recognize women's independence through the use of citizen
   participation and self-help programs, rather than implementing
   policies through the bureaucratic and professional dominance so
   prevalent in authoritarian liberalism.
   See Ehrenreich, 1984--op cit.
   A redefinition of the family, according to Cootes, need not directly
   challenge the nuclear family itself. The traditional family form
   remains a popular idea, and where it still exists it provides a
   source of support which is not found within the community at large.

   The Canadian situation is only distinct from the U.S. in that
   corporate profits accrued in Canada have always flowed out of the
   country, rather than building up the Canadian economy, as a result
   of foreign (primarily U.S.) ownership of Canadian industry.

   The 'real' income of Canadian families has also declined. The
   statistics below are the average income for Canadian families for
   the years 1979, 1981, and 1982, measured in constant 1982 dollars.

   Average Family Income

   Year        Income
             1979        33,283
             1981        33,727
             1982        32,981

   From: Statistics Canada, Income Distribution by Size in Canada
   (1982) Table-Publication 13-207, Table Two.

   Canada's social policies seem to be moving in the opposite
   direction, however. Neither the federal government nor the
   provinces can accommodate an extensive welfare system and prop up
   capitalism too. Major changes in economic policies would be
   required to meet these needs, including the nationalization of
   Canadian industries to keep profits from filtering out of the
country, decreasing foreign investment by Canadian banks, increasing corporate taxes and reducing military spending. In short, the establishment of an adequate welfare state requires a major redistribution of wealth.
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